“We have ways to make you talk.”
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Ava

July 13-29 Based on her own adolescent experiences, Sadaf Foroughi’s Ava is a gripping debut about a young woman’s coming-ofage in a strict, traditional society. Living with her well-to-do parents
in Tehran, Ava is a bright and focused teen whose concerns — friendships, music, social status, academic performance — resemble that
of nearly any teenager. When Ava’s mistrustful and overprotective
mother questions her relationship with a boy — going so far as to
take her to a gynecologist — Ava is overwhelmed by a newfound
rage. Formerly a model student, Ava begins to rebel against the strictures imposed by her parents, her school, and the society at large.
Iran / subtitles / 103 minutes /

The King of Hearts

July 20-August 5 This off-kilter, anti-war comedy was enormously
popular in the late-60s and is still one of the era’s most fondly remembered cult classics. It has been re-issued in a gorgeous new, 50th anniversary, 4K restoration. During World War I, Scottish soldier Charles
Plumpick (Alan Bates) is sent to a French town on a mission to disarm
a bomb left behind by the retreating German army. Plumpick encounters a strange town occupied by the former residents of the local
psychiatric hospital who escaped after the villagers deserted. They
warmly accept their visitor and anoint him their King of Hearts. With
his reconnaissance and bomb-defusing mission looming, Plumpick
starts to prefer the acceptance of the insane locals over the insanity
of the war raging outside. Co-starring Geneviève Bujold and directed
by Philippe de Broca. France / subtitles / 102 minutes

The Death of Stalin

July 27-August 12 Moscow, 1953: when Joseph Stalin unexpectedly
dies, his cronies square off in a frantic power struggle to be the next
Soviet leader in this very funny dark comedy. Among the contenders
are the dweeby Georgy Malenkov (Jeffrey Tambor), the wily Nikita
Khrushchev (Steve Buscemi), and the sadistic secret police chief
Lavrentiy Beria (Simon Russell Beale). But as they bumble, brawl, and
backstab their way to the top, just who is running the government?
Written and directed by Armando Ianucci (Veep, In the Loop). 107 min
“IRRESISTIBLE! I keep finding myself wanting to compare it to 1964’s
“Dr. Strangelove,” Stanley Kubrick’s Cold War comic masterpiece —
which, as any movie buff will tell you, is exceptionally high praise. -The
New Orleans Times-Picayune
Critic’s Pick! The Death of Stalin is by turns entertaining and unsettling, with laughs that morph into gasps and uneasy gasps that erupt
into laughs. –The New York Times
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See TheRYder.com for last minute updates to our movie calendar
NY Dog Film Festival

August 4 at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Bloomington’s first film festival on four
legs, this is a celebration of the special
bond between dogs, their people, and the
animal welfare groups that bring them
together. A portion of tickets sales will be
donated to the Monroe County Humane
Association. Well-mannered, well-dressed
dogs who appreciate good films are invited! We are screening two programs of
short fiction and non-fiction films about
some amazing pups: “Outdoor Adventure
With Dogs” at 2pm and “Who Rescued
Whom?” at 4pm. Laurie Anderson’s
feature film, Heart of a Dog plays at 6pm.
Children 10 and under and dogs of all
ages are free! Tickets are onsale at the
BCT Box Office. More on our back cover.

Heart of a Dog

August 4 at the BCT; Aug 5-19 Multimedia
performance artist Laurie Anderson’s
brave and stirring tribute to her dog, Lolabelle. It’s a deeply personal, transfixing
film. Anderson conceived the film, created the animated segments, rigged up the
dog-cam shots, dove into family home
movies and, with the help of her late-husband, singer-songwriter Lou Reed, composed a simple, achingly beautiful musical
score, as a way of illuminating the stages
of love and loss that all dog lovers experience. 75 minutes Tickets (see above)

RBG: Ruth Bader Ginsburg

Aug 4 at 8pm at the Buskirk-Chumley
You may know her accomplishments,
but chances are you haven’t heard her
story. U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ginsburg has created a breathtaking legal
legacy for women’s rights while becoming an unexpected pop culture icon. RBG
reveals the woman behind the memes.
We originally screened RBG in June; two
short months later, her voice is more
essential than ever. Tkts are on sale at
the BCT Box Office and you might want
to reserve your seat today; we turned
away people in June (and you’ll save $5)

Let The Sun Shine In

Aug 10-26 Juliette Binoche stars in the
new film by Claire Denis (some of you
saw her at the IU Cinema) about a Parisian painter and the men who drift into
and out of her life. France / 96 min
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Fri, July 20
Ava 7:15 @ IU Fine Arts Downstairs
King of Hearts 8pm @ the IU Theatre &
Drama Theater
Sat, July 21
Ava 6:15 @ IU Fine Arts Theater
King of Hearts 8:15 at IU Fine Arts
Sun, July 22
Ava 5:15 @ Bear’s Place
King of Hearts 7:45 @ Bear’s Place
Fri, July 27
Death of Stalin 7:30 @ IU Fine Arts Up
King of Hearts 8pm @ the IU Fine Arts
Sat, July 28
Ava 6:15 @ IU Global & International
Death of Stalin 7:30 @ IU Fine Arts
King of Hearts 8:15 at IU Global &
International Theatre
Sun, July 29
Ava 5:15 @ Bear’s Place
Death of Stalin 7:30 @ Bear’s Place
Fri, Aug 3
King of Hearts 7pm @ IU Fine Arts
Death of Stalin 7:45 @ IU Fine Arts
Sat August 4
NY Dog Film Festival 2pm & 4pm @ the
Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Heart of a Dog 6pm @ the Buskirk-Chumley
RBG: Ruth Bader Ginsburg 8pm @ the
Buskirk-Chumley Theater
King of Hearts 7pm @ IU Global &
International Theater
Death of Stalin 7:45 @ IU Fine Arts
Sun, August 5
Heart of a Dog 5:15 @ Bear’s Place
King of Hearts 7:15 @ Bear’s Place
Fri, August 10
Heart of a Dog 6:30 @ IU Fine Arts upstairs
Let The Sun Shine In 7:15 @IU Fine Arts
Death of Stalin 8pm @ IU Fine Arts upstairs
Sat August 11
Heart of a Dog 6:30 @ IU Fine Arts upstairs
Let The Sun Shine In 7:15 @IU Global &
International Theater
Death of Stalin 8pm @ IU Fine Arts upstairs
Sun, August 12
Let The Sun Shine In 5:15 @ Bear’s Place
Death of Stalin 7:45 @ Bear’s Place

Visit TheRyder.com for updates, detailed descriptions of each film and
theater locations.
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FEATURES

BLOOMINGTON BOOGIES

Bob Seeley aka the Left of God will perform as part of
Bloomington Boogies on Sunday August 12

By Robert Kissel

FICTION
30
THE COLOR OF THE WHEAT FIELDS

STRANGERS IN A STRANGE LAND

Dalton Trumbo wrote Roman Holiday and achieved considerable
success during Hollywood’s Golden Age. Increasingly though,
his populist and paciﬁst sentiments drew him into conﬂict with
America’s dominant post-war message: that the material and
manufactured would elevate our mortal souls.

Staccato rhythms and lovely imagist prosody combine with fragmented
remembrance to make up a story that suggests more than it tells about
love, friendship, and the ambiguity of potential.
By Robert F. Arnove

32

THE TRIBE OF NEPHILIM

By Tom Roznowski

The Enochian visions of John Dee make for an intriguing foreground in
this ethereal tale of an unredeemed man.

EVERYBODY

36

By Noah Sandweiss

NOT EVEN A CLOUD IN THE SKY

Let them eat cake, for tomorrow we will again dictate who
they can love. Excursions into the historical relations between
power, gender, and sexual preference set the table for an
overview of the Every Body GLBTQ Art Exhibition coming to
the Thomas Gallery on August 3rd.

Intriguing doses of the irreal reveal and dissemble the ambivalent crisis
moments in this beautifully strange investigation of transcendence,
mortality, and home.

By Filiz Cicek

by Adam Huening

40

THE CHICKEN CATCHERS

The life-in-progress of local legend Cindy Beaulé is discussed from
multiple perspectives in preparation for her 60th Birthday Party
Beneﬁt Concert for WFHB at the Player’s Pub on August 30.

A how to guide for catching chickens: “The catch building is a football
ﬁeld long and sixty feet wide. You make eight bucks for every thousand
chickens. I can catch between twelve- and thirteen-hundred an hour.
What works best is to take two hits of good weed about ten minutes
before you start in the morning and then again after lunch. It focuses you
and helps you get past the stinging sweat.”

By Bruno Moderno

By Dennis Sipe

THE AGE OF CINDY

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.

What contest does the volleyball team in The Miracle
Season play on the bus?
A. Strangest voice
C. Scariest stare
B. Best hair
D. Ugliest Face

Answer to last week’s question:
Ned is listening to music on the bus
in Avengers Infinity War

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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Bloomington Parks and Recreation presents the
Performing Arts Series of free concerts in city parks.
Sundays in Bryan Park • 5:30pm
July 22
July 29
August 5

Back-to-back shows!
Opal Fly and KAPOW!—original feel-good
The Ragin’ Texans—roots, rock & blues
Daily Bread and Butter—acoustic traditional
Cari Ray & The Shaky Legs—Americana blues
Martinie’s Boogie Three—piano jump boogie
Jenn Cristy—high-energy pop rock piano

Sunday at The Waldron, Hill and Buskirk Park • 7pm
August 19 Bloomington Symphony Orchestra—orchestra

Performing Arts Series Sponsors
Diamond Record:
Platinum Record:

HFI Mechanical & Building Solutions

Gold Record:

CFC Properties • Eagle Ridge Civil Engineering Services • Hartzell’s Ice Cream
ISU The May Agency • The Limestone Post • Sterling Real Estate, Inc.

Silver Record:

Arthur Murray Dance Center • Baugh Fine Print and Mailing
Goods for Cooks • Rapid Reproductions, Inc. • Roto-Rooter Plumbers

Movies in the Parks
Moana
(2016—PG)
Friday, July 20 • 9 p.m.
Bryan Park Pool, 1020 S. Woodlawn Ave.

Special $3 pool admission to the movie is sponsored by Southern Indiana Scuba.
Daytime pool admission does not include the movie admission.

Movies in the Parks Sponsors

Azzip Pizza • Lisa J. Baker, DDS • BioLife Plasma Services • Darn Good Soup • The Dog House
g Orthodontics • Hearthstone Health Campus • ISU The May Agency • Oliver Winery
Stonecroft Health Campus • World Wide Automotive Service • Youth Services Bureau/Safe Place

btownparks

JULY 2018

Bloomington Parks and
Recreation Department

Community Events Hotline: 812-349-3754
bloomington.in.gov/concerts
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A FEW FACTS ABOUT THE FICTION IN THIS ISSUE
When we started publishing an annual issue showcasing fiction from Bloomington
writers, I hadn’t realized I would have to come up with an introduction every single
year. But what surprises me now, four years later, is how easy these are to write.
Namely because the stories we select are always so good, so rich and diverse, but also
because they inevitably have a unity about them that I couldn’t predict or plan but at
the same time, can’t deny.

alpha
Peter LoPilato
contributing editors
Pennﬁeld Jensen
Tom Prasch
Tom Roznowski
Paul Sturm
KD Self
Anthony Scott Piatt
Justin Chandler
art direction
Stephanie Watters-Flores
graphic design
Danielle Kay Lucas
Billy Clouse
contributing writers
Michal Ann Carley
Rachael Himsel
John Linnemeier
Jordan Nel
Kenneth Shafer
Colleen Wells
Buddy Sorrell
Sally Rogers
snake charmer
Filiz Cicek
lunch room monitor
Wanda Feathers
ethics and compliance
Alan Abel
animal trainer
Dwayne Hardwick
publisher’s wardrobe
Tom Ford
Nicky Hilton
omega
Peter LoPilato
The Ryder is published 10 times annually
by In-the-Dark Enterprises and is distributed
in Bloomington and on the campus of
Indiana University.
812 727.0775 editor@TheRyder.com
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Take this year’s stories. These pieces are as diverse as they come: one deals with someone trying to survive the two hells of chicken-catching and love; another focuses on
the life journey of a woman in love with the clouds; a third details the brief interaction
a man has with a vagrant; and the final story takes the form of a retrospective of a
narrator’s life, which eventually focuses on the life of another.
As different as these sound, they all resonate with concerns shared not just by one
another, but by everyone, concerns both timely and timeless. The main theme running
through all of these works centers on questions of home: how we find it, how we
keep it, how we escape it, and how we return. Home can be a place of solace, a place
of conflict, a place of outright oppression. I wondered, while reading these stories,
what does it mean to find a home? What does it mean to lose it? And what are they
searching for, those who run away? I don’t know that any story could ever answer
these questions definitively, but the ones you’re about to read do a wonderful job of
introducing us to the complexities behind these questions.
Another year halfway over, another handful of stories for you to keep you company
during these long summer days. Thanks for reading, and I’ll talk to you next year.

–Justin Chandler

FICTION EDITOR

OUR CONTRIBUTORS
ROBERT ARNOVE (“The Color of the Wheat Fields”) is IU Chancellor’s Professor
Emeritus. His scholarship focuses on the role of education in individual, institutional,
and national development. Bob’s latest book, Talent Abounds profiles life trajectories
of peak performers in the arts and athletics. He has been active in the Bloomington
arts scene, especially with the BPP
ADAM HUENING (“Not Even A Cloud in the Sky”) grew up in a small Indiana
town where nothing of much consequence happens. Like many, he found refuge in
Bloomington as a student and never really left. He works downtown now and writes
constantly. Read his work in a variety of places. Google will help you with that.
ALI MAIDI (illustrations) was born and raised in Bloomington where he received a
BA from Indiana University with a focus in Jewelry and Metalsmithing. This is his
fourth year in a row serving as the artist for the fiction issue. He currently divides his
time between Bloomington and Potsdam, Germany.
NOAH SANDWEISS (“The Tribe of Nephilim”) is a longtime resident of Bloomington and graduate student at Indiana University. They study history, and have a
particular interest in Bloomington’s past and character.
DENNIS SIPE (“Chicken Catchers”) has published nearly fifty poems in various
literary magazines. His chapbook My Days Are Stray Dogs That Won’t Come
When I Call was nominated for the Pushcart Prize; “Chicken Catchers” is his third
published story. He is looking for an agent for his novel, Releasing Herschel. He
also writes song lyrics.

RYDER
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STAGES

WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING...
by Anthony Scott Piatt

...LIVE MUSIC

BRIT FLOYD ECLIPSE WORLD TOUR

JULY 26TH @ 8PM - INDIANA UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
45 Years of The Dark Side of the Moon

Brit Floyd, is touring a special ‘45th Anniversary’ show of
the Floyd album, The Dark Side of the Moon. With a million
copies sold for each year since the album was released, Pink
Floyd made a huge mark and solidified their status in the
rock canon with Dark Side.
While the focus of the tour is the 1973 album, the presentation recreates 1994’s Division Bell tour. Expect songs from
Dark Side, Animals, The Wall, The Division Bell, Wish You

Were Here and more. And while tribute bands are sometimes small scale and do a decent job with sound for the
small venues they play, Brit Floyd needs a stage the size of
IU’s Auditorium to present a million dollar light show, the
iconic circle screen, the arch, the lasers, inflatables, and other sense overloading fanfare.

CHRIS KNIGHT

AUGUST 2ND @ 8PM - THE BLUEBIRD
As much love as Bloomington has for John Prine and Steve Earle, the pump is primed
for Chris Knight. Over half a dozen albums, the Kentucky boy with an agriculture
degree laid down years worth of playing and writing experience. That time could be
narrowed to half a dozen or, taking a longer view, back to toy guitars. Or back to those
influences. Picking out Prine tunes on his brother’s guitar. Or to 1986 when he heard
Earle and got caught by that sound. More than caught, propelled to try his own hand
at songwriting. Prior to his albums and touring success, his performing won him a spot
at Nashville’s Bluebird Cafe. He should feel at home in our Bloomington Bluebird with
savvy Prine, Earle and Knight fans.
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CAROLINE SAYS

AUGUST 8TH @ 9:30PM - THE BISHOP PRESENTED BY
SPIRIT OF ‘68
Basically, Caroline Sallee is from Huntsville, Alabama
while her alter-ego Caroline Says makes music and her
home in Austin, Texas. Her first album had a coastal,
blossoming sound while her second album, No Fool
Like An Old Fool has a more airy sound. As if the
surfboard is now a parasail. A dreamy parasail that is
numbing at times, dealing with real life, from above.

“I think leaving my fairly small hometown and then going back to visit it inspired the
feeling I went for on this album. I observed that so many people I knew were content
doing basically nothing. Or that they were scared to try to do anything or leave town,
like they felt stuck there.”

B’TOWN JAZZ FEST

AUGUST 18TH @ NOON TO 10PM - THE MONROE COUNTY
CONVENTION CENTER, FREE
We’ve seen this free festival grow and upgrade venues. We
knew it had great music, food and drinks. We asked John
Porter the Chair of The B’Town Jazz Fest a few more things we
wanted to know.
Thanks for your time, John.

Q: What gives you such obvious joy in putting on the B’Town
Jazz Fest?

John Porter: The B’Town Jazz Fest is all about bringing the community together under
the influence and inspiration of America’s greatest musical art form. I consider our festival to be a gift to our community from our community. As you know, we do not charge
admission to the B’Town Jazz Fest. Without the generous support of local businesses
and individuals, our show would not exist.
Q: How is the festival progressing and growing?

JP: Moving to the Monroe Convention Center two years ago was a prudent decision that
allows for control over things like inclement weather and provides our audience with a
comfortable environment in which to enjoy the great music and food.
Q: What’s new this year?

JP: The Drive-by Big Band led by Clark Hunt is playing in our large format slot this
year. Clark is a fine lead and jazz trumpeter who came to Bloomington about a year ago
to study with the great Joey Tartell. This set is presented in memory of our longtime
treasurer, the late John Lawson.
Q: What acts this year are of special note?

JP: Folks like Jamey Aebersold and The Postmodern Jazz Quartet have become perennial favorites at the fest. I have heard that Hoagy Carmichael, Jr. might be in town and
will hopefully make some remarks about his father’s music. That should be fun!
IU Jazz faculty members John Raymond (trumpet) and Walter Smith III (saxophone)
from last year’s fest. They will be performing again this year.

...COMEDY

RON FUNCHES

AUGUST 23RD - 25TH - THE COMEDY ATTIC
Ron Funches had at one time, and probably retained, the most wins on @Midnight. His
delivery, wit and infectious laugh are endearing. A quote on The Comedy Attic’s website is worth repeating as it is at once nonsense and yet perfectly illustrates Ron’s style
that… “sounds the way fresh chocolate chip cookies taste.”

Ron’s been all over TV sitcoms, late night shows and game shows. And he’s been publicly
pitching an animated show about wrestling, or politics, or… “a wrestling cartoon where one
of the wrestlers is also the president of the United States, I don’t know if it’s an allegory for
anything going on in the United States. But it could be.” Ron and his coy smile let on that
while he doesn’t focus on politics in his set, one can’t completely avoid the elephant in the
room. The ugly, orange elephant. That wrestles. I’m assuming his character grabs opponents
often, cause when you’re the Wrestler in Chief you can get away with that.
[editor’s note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 20 years so far and
publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more. He accepts comments and hate
mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]

JULY 2018
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WHAT TO DIGEST
WHEN YOU’RE
EXPECTING...

BY ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT

Tables is our look at culinary craft events. Our previews give preference
to fundraisers and education, while also presenting seasonal menus, local
specialties, festivals and special nights of entertainment involving food. We
focus on the craft of cooking and the use of food as a community builder.

…FUNDR AISERS

SYCAMORE BRANCHES: NATURE TRIVIA
July 19th @ 7PM - Friendly Beasts Cider Company

Sycamore Branches enjoying Friendly Beasts Cider and competing in Nature Trivia.
Drink cider, play nature trivia and support Sycamore Branches.

All ages are invited to Friendly Beasts and participation is free.
Donations to Sycamore Land Trust are welcomed. Austin Roach
hosts as Question Master and you can compete to be the Answer
Master (yes, I made that last part up, but seems logical).

LADIES NIGHT OUT FOR MENTAL WELLNESS
July 25th @ 6PM - Scholar’s KEEP beneﬁt for My Sister’s Closet

The Scholar’s KEEP recently opened, it’s the reinvention of the
Scholar’s Inn, same location and lovingly retaining “Scholar’s”
in the name. The food and drinks are top shelf and the folks are
community orientated in micro and macro facets. Molly, the
GM, was nice enough to give us some time on a recent visit and
shared details in a follow up email.
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“Wednesday, July 25th is our first ever Ladies Night Out for
Mental Wellness - a free event with suggested donation of used
clothing for My Sister’s Closet. The evening’s topic will be “On
Mindfulness and Being Grateful” with 3 speakers to start at 630 tickets will be available through our facebook event - seats must
be reserved to attend.” - Molly Otto, Scholar’s KEEP

RYDER

CHEFS’ CHALLENGE

July 29th @ 6PM - Buskirk-Chumley Theater hosted by Community Kitchen
This year’s beloved “local Iron-Chef” is once again being held
at Buskirk-Chumley. Hosted by and a benefit for the Community Kitchen. All seats are great as the production is well done
with big screens and proper mic set ups for a fun, flowing
evening. Bistro seats taste the chef’s dishes and are on stage,
with competitors closer to the viewers at floor level.

This year’s three competing chefs are Bob Adkins of Truﬄes,
Chris Hoppie of FARM, and Corbin Morwick of One World.
The culinary craftsmen have one hour and a secret ingredient
to work with in creating a couple dishes, sometimes a few. The
four judges are usually celebrities like the chefs themselves
and will award the winner the Golden Spatula.

…TAST INGS

McGUIGAN WINES DINNER
July 19th @ 6PM - Scholar’s KEEP

Australian wines have been world class for years. Here’s a
chance to explore a wide range of “good” grape juice from
Australia paired over five courses. The wine-centric dinner

featuring McGuigan Australian winery is part of the KEEP’s
mission to “Eat Great and Drink Late.”

MUSIC & MIMOSAS

August 12th @ 11AM to 2PM - Oliver Winery

A bar with different fruits and fresh juices is ready for you
parfaits. Monika Herzig plays live jazz adding to the breezy
and your flute of sparkling wine. Who makes a better miatmosphere and freedom of making your own mimosa
mosa for your taste at any given moment than you? Balance variations.
your Sunday with brunch items including baked goods and

…MISCELL ANEOUS FOOD EVENTS

CAMP TIKI

July 18th to July 25 - C3

Camp Tiki starts July 18th and runs through July 25. C3
presents a week long camp for adults with tiki drinks. As
you visit throughout the week you may see a talent show,
you may eat and maybe drink s’mores. Special “camp” food
will be available. And if you want to show everyone this fall

what you did over the summer, there will be T-shirts.

“Tables” encourages you to remember John Robbins as you
enjoy the ride… “It may be healthier to eat beer and franks
with cheer and thanks, than to eat sprouts and bread with
doubts and dread.”

[editor’s note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 20 years so far and publicized David Grisman,
The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more. He accepts comments and hate mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]
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By Robert Kissel
Two hands, twenty fingers, 89 years of musical love…that’s Bob
Seeley aka the Left of God and the greatest living and still performing boogie-woogie piano player and he returns to Bloomington Boogies Sunday August 12 at the John Waldron Arts Center auditorium.
My passion for blues and boogie-woogie piano launched in 1972
when New Orleans piano professor Roosevelt Sykes played Notre
Dame’s Midwest Blues Festival. Sykes walked out on stage in an
all white suit and led the enthralled crowd in an hour’s rollicking,
double entrende and sublime blues piano.
While murky, boogie-woogie piano emerged in the late 1870’s
in the Piney Woods of NE Texas, with the city of Marshall, Texas
claiming its origin. Old time Texans agree that boogie-woogie
surely was first heard in the lumber and turpentine camps during
building of the Texas Western Railroad. The word “boogie” has
roots as well in African words for percussion, dancing and the
beat of this strident, uninhibited and forcefully rhythmic piano
style. In form, boogie-woogie piano is standard 12 bar blues
driven by a regular left hand bass line. Long ago known as fast
Western blues, this musical pattern reflects the sounds and feel
of both construction of the RR line and travel by steam locomotive. Although “Pine Top’s (Smith) Boogie Woogie” was the first
commercial hit of this genre in 1928, Albert Ammons, Meade Lux
Lewis and Pete Johnson are often credited with modernizing this
style of piano playing. Boogie-woogie forever changed the face of
popular piano music, transforming the instrument into a poly-
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rhythmic, fast chugging steam locomotive.
While headlined by Bob Seeley, the 2018 and 4th annual Bloomington Boogies Piano Fest features newcomers Eden Brent, a raucous
pianist from Greenville, MS; Daryl Davis, author, civil rights activist
and boogie-woogie piano life timer; Judy Carmichael, extraordinary
stride and swing pianist working from NYC and Henri Herbert, a
supercharged Brit from old school boogie-woogie. Back by popular
demand are Boogie Fest artists Rob Rio, a jump and boogie-woogie
devotee of 1940’s & 50’s tunes; CJ Chenier, band leader and son of
legendary zydeco pioneer Clifton Chenier; and Cynthia Girtley,
New Orleans native, Xavier University alumnus, pianist and gospel
singer in the Mahalia Jackson style; Cincy blues scene vet Ricky Nye;
Ohio-native blues duo Liz Pennock and Dr Blues, and of course
Bloomington’s own piano maestro and festival organizer Craig
Brenner. And as always, the second line will be rock steady featuring
Uganda Roberts, New Orleans-based conguero, Gordon Bonham on
guitar, bassist Ron Kadish, Dan Hostetler layin’ down the back beat
and the ever lovely Lori Brenner on rubboard and percussion.
Ticketed performances in the Ivy Tech Waldron Auditorium are
Sunday 8/12 @ 2 & 5:30pm, free music in Waldron plaza starts at
1pm and WFHB will broadcast a free festival kickoff show Saturday
8/11 @ 11am from the Monroe County History center. As a way cool
opportunity, 3 piano workshops will be held Monday 8/13(attendees
must preregister @ bloomingtonboogies.com/education) and concerts by featured festival players will be held at Fairview, Templeton
and Tri-North schools for students and staff.
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Sixteen Art Stories
watching the BOST beat
By K.D. Self
In June, the public was invited into artists’ open studios all around
Monroe County. As I viewed the work of nearly twenty local artists,
because I was inspired by the diversity of both art and artists, I asked
each individual for a short reflection. Here are their flash narratives.
Angela Caldwell [Jewelry and textiles]
Art Story: I’ve always felt that I see the world a little
differently. I react to simple shapes and colors and attempt
to arrange them in interesting combinations. I look for the
unusual, the beautiful and that which might tell a story. I
source my memories and then try to create something new and
unique. I strive to have my work have a sense of the familiar
yet modern all at the same time.
Betty Wagoner [Watercolor, water-based pencil]
Art Story: The natural world is my life. I walked every inch
of my father’s farm. I lead outings down forest trails and
have been involved in environmental movements. Studied
art. Left it for awhile. Got back to art after walking into a
botanic garden where they were offering watercolor classes.
The natural world is my imagery. Now a plein air artist and
teacher of such.
Bonnie Gordon-Lucas [Watercolor on Paper, Fabric Paint on Silk,
Ink (to draw lines… black, gold, sepia or clear)]
Art Story: Art as a Universal Language--A New York career as
an animation designer influenced my obsession with lines that
enclose and hug each shape. Color, whimsy, and imagination
define my style. I believe reality is highly overrated so I do
not paint to imitate nature. Dreams, lyrics, obscure song titles,
quotes and twisted misquotes are my inspiration.
Brien Beidler [Leather, paper, gold, brass]
Art Story: Books may not be the primary way that information
is collected and stored these days, but they sure are fun to
make, and even more fun to hold. I like crooked lines that are
part of the process, not intentional statements. I also think
sincerity is underrated.

Artists: Dawn Adams, Ellen Starr Lyon, Gwen Law, Christy Wiesenhahn
Jim Campbell, Elizabeth Parrock
Cheryl Gregg Duckworth [Oil painting]
Art Story: I’ve been painting and drawing things that I love since my
childhood--landscapes, flowers, wildlife, and my pets. I often get up
just before sunrise to see if the sky will be amazing that morning!
Inspiration for paintings often come from a beautiful sunrise or
sunset.
Christy ‘Weezer’ Wiesenhahn [Glass, Paint, Mosaic, Skateparks]
Art Story: There is nothing better than juxtaposing ideas and colors,
exploring lines and curves in a design, and making it interactive with
light or with skateboards and bikes. It’s a mess in the studio, moving
from medium to medium, failing and succeeding on a daily basis. But
on somedays, like today, I’m sitting here with a sketchbook enjoying
the light and how it plays with the colors/textures of the glass as it
changes throughout the day like a moody little boy.
Dawn Adams [Oil painting]
Art Story: This body of work was a response to grief at the loss of
our son, Wade. Making art was therapy for me, and I was hoping
therapeutic to look at. Water, probably more than any other
representational imagery, has both psychological and emotional
implications. It can morph its surroundings suggesting multiple
realities. It can be abstract if you want it to, and be very emotionally
soothing - an ideal subject for healing. I believe looking at water
promotes a peaceful mind.

Artists: Cheryl Duckworth, Angela Caldwell, Betty Wagoner,
Brien Beidler, Bonnie Gordon-Lucas.
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Ellen Starr Lyon [Oil on canvas and pencil on paper]
Art Story: My work has always been about portraiture; whether a
self-portrait, paintings of my family, detailed depictions of specific
plants or still life. Our lives are all so busy with what feels like
constant motion. Through my portraits, I am collecting moments that
show a beautiful, ordinary scene in a very intimate way.

RYDER

Gwen Law [Sculpture, steel, plastic, wood, resin]
Art Story: I have a need to learn how things are made and then break
that process to discover fantastic new possibilities. My recent work
using translucent, weightless materials plays with natural light and breezes to enliven
the surrounding space with kinetic energy. I bring the freedom of fantastic form to
transform everyday reality.
James B. Campbell [Painting/Sculpture]
Art Story: I paint the inconsistencies of mind. / Within the cacophony of thought, what
we believe is often in conflict with our lives. I paint the search for resolution and the
desire for meaning. To observe the multiplicity, and contentious division of mind is to
find ourselves. I embrace the paint and paths that sculpt life in unexpected ways.
Joanne Shank [Painting]
Art Story: Mixing colors to find the subtle blends, nature is my source. Pouring puddles
of color and moving it with my hands across the surface. Waiting to see what new
imaginary landscape emerges. The fluidity dries to a moment in time.

Bloomington’s coziest tea spot.
Artists: Michal Ann Carley, Meg Lagodzki, Mary Uthuppuru,
Paul Smedberg, Leanne Ellis, Joanne Shank

NOW OPEN

Leanne Ellis [Clay, fiber, sticks and stones, habitats]
Art Story: Creating is play. / A tail here, a leg there. / Creature, man, woman. / One of a
kind, silly thing. / A story waiting to be revealed. / Then into the fire! / Like the birth of
a baby. / Opening the kiln.
Mary Uthuppuru [Artists’ books, printmaking]
Art Story: I love to slow down and examine the world around me. Science and
nature are fascinating, and I can spend hours researching unique organisms. These
investigations take shape in my artists’ books, which stray from traditional book
formats. With mystery at the forefront, the viewer is invited to explore each book’s
content in a way that is playful and fun.
Meg Lagodzki [Oil paint, primarily landscapes]
Art Story: I find a location that moves me and an element of the landscape that feels
mysterious and awe inspiring. Then I study it intently through repeated visits, plein
air studies, photos and sketchbook notes. I use that material to create large-scale studio
pieces in order to recreate an immersive experience. Lately, I am particularly drawn to
overgrown quarries for their impossible shapes and ruinous nature.
Michal Ann Carley [Iron/steel, glass, drawing]
Art Story: While watching and listening to the world of nature, I am drawn to what is
transitory—the activities and forms that articulate movement from one state of being to
another. These passages, adaptations, and transformations are the notions that inspire
my forged and torchformed, nature-based works—leaving each piece to be a pregnant
allegory of moments from life’s relational cycles of growth, amplification, and decline.
Paul Smedberg [Photoremixes, poetry, installations]
Art Story: There is so much more to the world than what we perceive. I delight in
what’s here, and also look behind and above for the lines and forces that bind and
churn nature. Then, with that glimpse of understanding in hand, I make stuff up. It’s
incredibly fun.

100+ Loose Leaf Teas
Tea by the cup or kettle
Iced tea • Hot tea • Bulk tea
Chai lattes • Desserts
Kombucha on tap
Apothecary • CBD Tea
Tea wares
Meeting space
Loyal-tea program
Visit us at 615 W Kirkwood Ave
812.822.2035 | btowntea.com
@bloomingtea

Contact K.D. Self at ChoosingActiveCompassion@gmail.com
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Strangers
in a
Strange Land
Gregory Peck and Audrey Hepburn
in Roman Holiday

The Luminous Guidance of Roman Holiday
“Life isn’t always what one likes”: a line from Roman
Holiday, the 1953 Oscar-winning film starring Gregory Peck
and Audrey Hepburn. Pairing this with another timeless
mantra, “Life is brief,” one might feel trapped beneath the
weight of despair. We travel this path. We tear up maps. We
remain lost until we’re found.
Screenwriter Dalton Trumbo achieved considerable
success during Hollywood’s Golden Age. Increasingly though,
his populist and pacifist sentiments drew him into conflict with
America’s dominant post-war message: that the material and
manufactured would elevate our mortal souls.
The inevitable collision of perspective and policy occurred
in 1947 when Dalton Trumbo was called to testify before
the House Un-American Activities Committee investigating
Communist influence in the film industry. Along with Ring
Lardner Jr. and Edward Dmytryk, Trumbo became one of the
original Hollywood Ten, individuals whose names and talents
would be blacklisted by the major studios.
In his appearance before the Committee, Trumbo
refused to answer direct questions, remaining steadfast and
unapologetic about his contempt for the inquiry. His comment
about the sentence that would result in his incarceration for
nearly a year at a federal penitentiary in Kentucky: “As far as I
was concerned, it was a completely just verdict. I had contempt
for that Congress and have had contempt for several since.
That this was a crime or misdemeanor was the complaint, my
complaint.”
Upon his release, Trumbo and his family moved to
Mexico City. Exile from one’s
homeland has informed
and enriched the work of
writers from Dante to Durrell.
Separation from one’s origins
will often focus the writer’s
gaze upon life’s essentials

By Tom Roznowski

as deeply-held values become more precious and their expression
suddenly more critical.
During his time in Mexico City, Dalton Trumbo would
produce perhaps the most resonant single work of his creative life.
The screenplay would emerge as a light romantic comedy, oddly
enough; carrying with it a far-seeing wisdom that had somehow
eluded Trumbo during his years of political activism. It is ironic, yet
somehow logical, that due to the on-going blacklist, this signature
piece would be presented to the world anonymously. It was not until
2011, thirty-five years after his death, that Dalton Trumbo would
finally receive formal writing credit for Roman Holiday.
The film opens with a newsreel report about Princess Ann, a
young royal-in-waiting in the midst of a whirlwind goodwill tour
through post-war Europe. Her stress levels reach a saturation point in
Italy, which in 1953 was still bearing the social and economic scars of
the previous decade. The country’s rampant post-war inflation, with
10 American dollars being equivalent to over 6,000 Italian lira, serves
as a running joke throughout the film.
In a strange way, the modest circumstances of daily life in Rome
provide a common ground for the film’s two disparate characters.
The Princess, as played by Audrey Hepburn, is privileged and
sheltered. Her stress arises from hauling the weight of abundance.
Every waking hour is planned in advance by her handlers. She walks
through her days in a daze, motivated by other’s expectations.
On the first night of her visit to Rome, the Princess steps out onto
the balcony of her embassy, drawn to the laughter and music of an
open-air party just outside the gates. She is transported, initially by a
desire for meaningful connection and later by a laundry truck as she
sets off on her journey of discovery.
Trumbo then introduces us to Joe
Bradley (Gregory Peck), a reporter for
the American News Service. Bradley
is also eager to escape his daily reality.
For him, though, it is the lack of
abundance that proves confining. His

Money and status alone cannot create
meaning and happiness. Less can be more; in
fact, less may be all there really is.
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Dalton Trumbo

one-room walk-up flat has no
kitchen, no telephone. His life
abroad has no traction. He can’t
even win at poker when dealing
the cards.
The desperate reporter’s
discovery of the sleeping
princess suddenly offers him
the opportunity of a lifetime: a
relative fortune of $5,000 U.S.
dollars for an exclusive story
about his new friend. The fact
that the amount translates to
over 3,000,000 Italian lira means
little to our hero. Joe Bradley
wants to abandon his modest

situation in Europe and return to America.
The chance meeting of these two characters produces a brief spark that illuminates
the space surrounding them. Rome is called the Eternal City for a reason. In fact, at the
moment when Princess Ann, still concealing her identity from Bradley, agrees to a day
of doing everything she’s always wanted, time actually reverses itself. The clock tower
of Trinita dei Monti above the Spanish Steps reads 11:30 AM, a half hour before the
chimes that actually begin their day.
Symbolically, this illusion wipes the drab slate of reality clean and propels the fated
couple into a mystical adventure: their past, their future, forgotten for just a few stolen
hours from one precious day in pursuit of the now.
So just how does one get to the now? In transitioning from a formerly comfortable
life to sudden exile, Dalton Trumbo has some thoughts to share. The full embrace of the
present is a fundamental goal of the searching soul. The couple’s day together in Rome
plays out with a mix of the unanticipated and the intentional, a range of emotions from
fear, to reverence, to delight. And as it all unfolds, Dalton Trumbo’s script places his
personal values squarely in the couple’s magical experience.
Fundamentally, Trumbo is inviting us to explore and come to know the place where
we find ourselves, beginning with the other people who share it. Trumbo considers
this in both its global and local implications. Throughout Roman Holiday, the Italian
language is neither anglicized nor sub-titled. It remains the visitor and the viewer’s
responsibility to understand. The couple deepens their awareness of Rome’s history, its
fables, and its legends, all the while reveling in the beauty and pleasure the city affords.
These discoveries are necessary in our lives, Trumbo believes, because we walk this
way but once for a relatively short time. Indeed, Princess Ann realizes that she is living
out a fairy tale and at midnight she will return to her previous reality – to be a princess
once again.
On the other hand, for Joe Bradley, this return to reality proves stark and sacrificial.
At journey’s end, he does not collect his prized interview with the wayward princess.
He does not collect his $5,000. In fact, he emerges even deeper in debt to his employer
and his photographer friend, Irving. Rome, temporarily a fantasy of escape, will become
Joe’s everyday reality going forward. America is relegated once again to being his
perpetual dream.
With Roman Holiday, Dalton Trumbo urges us to commit to life’s simple pleasures,
whether an afternoon glass of champagne or dancing to a live band beneath the
stars. An enduring populist truth emerges: that money and status alone cannot create
meaning and happiness. Less can be more; in fact, less may be all there really is.
In 1953, this guide for daily living was still on display throughout Europe as the
continent recovered from two devastating wars within a generation. Dalton Trumbo
provides us just the briefest glimpse: noon to midnight on an average day in Rome,
Italy. In the film’s final scene, Princess Ann continues on her path to a life of structured,
subsidized luxury. Joe Bradley heads toward a life of material uncertainty. With their
last glance, they both share knowing grins, no sign of despair as they turn away –
maybe because from now on each of them truly has no idea what might happen next.

322 East Kirkwood Avenue

Open Daily: 11am to 9pm

Tom Roznowski is a performer and writer living in Bloomington, Indiana. His new
radio series PorchLight with Tom Roznowski airs at Saturdays at 8:00 PM on WFIU-FM
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The Ryder Film Series presents

“The Supreme Court’s
Ninja Warrior”
--The NY Times

Her voice becomes
more essential with
each passing day

Sat Aug 4
8pm

Tkts:
$10 in Adv
$15 Day of Show

Buskirk-Chumley
Theater

JULY 2018

on sale at the

BCT Box Office
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Fresh, Authentic and Liberating
Every
Body
at the
Thomas
Gallery
By
Filiz
Cicek
John F.
Kennedy in a
1963 speech
declared, “If art
is to nourish
the roots of our
culture, society
must set the
artist free to
follow his vision
wherever it
takes him.” He
was eulogizing
American
poet Robert
Frost, who two
years earlier,
at Kennedy’s
inauguration,
wrote: “And by the example of our Declaration / Make
everybody want to be a nation / This is no aristocratic joke /
At the expense of negligible folk.” His subject was America.
Kennedy’s invitation to Frost demonstrated his desire
to include arts in government and to celebrate the role of the
artist in society. Kennedy stated that “the artist, however
faithful to his personal vision of reality, becomes the last
champion of the individual mind and sensibility against
an intrusive society and an oﬃcious state….If sometimes
our great artists have been the most critical of our society,
it is because their sensitivity and their concern for justice.”
And that “we must never forget that art is not a form of
propaganda; it is a form of truth.” And the truth can often be
inconvenient to those in power.
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Kennedy,
like Thomas
Jefferson, was
a lover of arts.
The latter was a
true renaissance
man who
produced the
declaration of
independence.
Indeed
the age of
enlightenment
gave rise to
revolutions,
separation
of church of
state, rejection
of monarchy
and the embrace of democracy. One thing the West did not embrace
however, was the practice of homosexuality.
We celebrate Alexander the Great yet we overlook his bisexuality; his marriage to Roxana, a noble Sogdian for purposes of
breeding and his passionate love affairs with Hephaestion, a general
in his army and with a former Persian slave Bagaos. Ancient Greeks-Spartans in particular--believed that homosexual sex strengthened
bonds between soldiers. And we overlook the fact that so rampant
was the physical intimacy between Roman soldiers that Augustus
found himself forcing thousands of them to marry at the Colosseum,
not for moral reasons but rather for the strategic purposes: their
progeny would ensure future generations of Roman soldiers and
therefore the Roman Empire. The West adapted Roman rule of law
while completely ignoring widely accepted homosexual practices in
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Roman society.
In our selective adaptations of cultural values, we in the
west also embraced Greek misogyny. Today we don’t widely
celebrate Sappho’s poetry, nor do we generally support women
in the political arena. We are still happy to confine women to
domestic roles. In the West this can be traced to the Ancient
Greeks who blamed the long and devastating Trojan War on
women, in particular Helen and Clytemnestra. Aeschylus
in his trilogy Oresteia defined murder of Agamemnon at the
hand of his wife Clytemnestra, as an example of misuse of
power and argued that women should never be allowed to
govern again. Never mind that Clytemnestra, as a mother, was
exacting revenge for the death of her daughter, Iphigenia. The
first victim of the Trojan War, Clytemnestra was sacrificed by
her father Agamemnon to Artemis for favorable winds for the
fleet.
Such misogyny was exported to the Americas. Native
Americans not only acknowledged, but celebrated, two spirit
people, who possessed both male and female attributes.
Such fluid gender roles also exist elsewhere in the world,
such as among the Bugis people in Indonesia who recognize
five genders: makkunrai, oroané, bissu, calabai, and calalai.
Makkunrai and oroané are comparable to cisgender women
and men. Bissu are androgynous shamans and calalai and
calabai are approximately equivalent to trans men and trans
women. The bissu, the calabai, and the calalai may enter the
dwelling places of both men and women. Bugis believe that
all five genders must co-exist harmoniously. But the adoption
of Islam in the 8th century, (which was more mystical at the
time, and more compatible with native practices) and western
colonialism led to the oppression of gender fluid individuals.
And today in America we are waging Cake Wars in which the
choices of same sex couples have clashed with the religious
identities of the cake makers. This, after the passing of the
Defense of the Marriage Act in 2013, a long and hard won
battle for the GLBTQ community. The concept of freedom
of choice, of being yourself is a very radical act indeed, one
that has been regulated throughout the centuries by tyrants,
dictators, patriarchs and matriarchs alike.
Art too can be a radical act. It was so for the impressionists,
the original eco-artists who rejected modernity and pollution
by re-embracing nature. Since the 1970s feminist artists have
infiltrated masculine dominated art galleries and museums.
Indeed art is one of the most powerful tools we have to express
ourselves and explore our surroundings. Art experienced
at the time of its creation is often radical by its nature, since
it challenges norms and operates outside of the collective,
highlighting the individual’s vision. Art is subversive at times,
yet equally celebratory, aﬃrming love and life.
Then again art can be a rebellious act any given moment
in some corner of the world. Putting on a hijab in the French
Riviera and shedding it in downtown Tehran. Ordering a cake
in Kentucky and serving at the military while queer. Life and
art are irrevocably intertwined, often compelling artists to
speak from the margins to the center, enabling visibility and
audibility to the oppressed, shifting societal norms for the
better.
“Every Body” features work by local, national and
international GLBTQ artists that illustrate the presentation
of self. It will be on display in August at the Thomas Gallery
in conjunction with the Pride Film Festival. The participating
artists look at the human body from many different
viewpoints; they explore identity, sexuality, movement, form
and the transcendence of form.

Saturday, August 18, 2018
12 noon until 10 pm
Monroe Convention Center

SATURDAY

302 South College Avenue 47403
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Studies Department
who creates and
performs regularly. She
sees and utilizes art as a
form of resistance. “Artas-activism sometimes
means exposing pain
and power for what
they are,” she says, “and
sometimes it means
reveling in the beauty
that exists outside of,
underneath, and around
the status quo.” Hollet
acts very much as an
individual within a
collective: “Regardless
of whether it’s a
revolution or a rave (or
both, simultaneously),
my process of making
art is my small attempt
to get free, and my
approach to art-asactivism seeks to
emancipate not just my
individual body but also
that of the collective.
“Art is a way for
marginalized people –
and anyone who cares
about justice, really – to
not only challenge the
harmful mythologies
that are often (but not
exclusively) rooted
in nationalism and
racism and sexism
and heterosexism
and classism, but also
to create something
fresh and authentic and liberating in
their place. Consequently, the art I’m
interested in making and interacting
with is, in general terms, deeply political
and justice-oriented. It is art that forces
us to confront our complicity in harm
and violence. It is art that celebrates
divergence. It is art that offers personal
and systemic interventions. It is art
that organizes communities. It is art
that rebukes theories of pleasure that
are almost always predicated on the
exploitation of another human being or the earth.”
Participating artists include, Robb Stone, Randy Rud-Cloud,
Alexandria Hollett, Brick Daniel Kyle, Smoove G, Dimosthenis
Prodromou (Greece), Jessica Hurt, Filiz Cicek, Lucy Donnellan
(Australia), Javier Cardona Otero, Jenni Cure, Jasper Wirtshafter,
Margaret Belton, Mia Be, Kelvin Burzon, Shadia Siliman.
To see and celebrate GLBTQ art and artists featured in Every
Body head over to Thomas Gallery on the square on August 3rd. The
opening is from 5.30pm-8pm. You can experience art and eat cake
at the same time! The exhibition is open until August 31st with an
additional poetry reading by Jasper Wirtshafter on August 10th.

Regardless of whether its
a revolution or a rave (or
both, simultaneously), my
process of making art is my
small attempt to get free.

Jessica Hurt is a multimedia
artist who creates 3D works
utilizing mannequins and also
performs at the Back Door.
Performing drag, she says, has
opened up a safer space for her
as a queer person. Patrons speak
to her openly about her gender
and pronoun preference.
She went through gay
conversion, she says, “after I
Alex Hollet
came out as a lesbian [while
enrolled] at Central Christian
College of the Bible.” It consisted of Jessica living in isolation
in a cell-like room and watching videos explaining and
instructing how to please a man. It didn’t work. “I puked” she
says, with a lingering nausea, “and chose to leave and give up
my course credits.” She was accepted in a program to become
a minister in the Church of Christ denomination but was told
during her first semester that women could not be ministers.
Today she still believes in Christ and practices whenever she
can. “My family, who are devoted Episcopalians, are doing it
right. They accept me as I am, with unconditional love.”
Alex Hollet is a doctoral candidate at the IU Gender
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Bloomington, Indiana

Ivy Tech Waldron
1 PM & throughout the day
Free Music on the Arts Plaza

Ricky Nye, Henri Herbert, Cassidy Gephart, Ross Martinie
Eiler with John Valdez, Michele Brentano with Zain Mackey
and Lee VanBuskirk, Garrett Spoelhof, Veronica Lewis

Refreshments by
Bloomington Brewing Company &
La Poblana Taco Truck

BLOOMINGTON
BOOGIES
blues & boogie woogie
piano festival

2 PM + 5:30 PM
Ticketed Concerts in the
Whikehart Auditorium
Bob Seeley C. J. Chenier
*
*
Judy Carmichael Daryl Davis
*
*
Rob Rio Eden Brent “Uganda”
*
*
Roberts Cynthia Girtley Craig Brenner

*

*

Bloomington Boogies After Hours
@ Malibu Grill on the Square
8:00PM
Free music hosted by
Liz Pennock & Dr. Blues

Tickets at BCT Box office
Free Piano Workshops on Aug. 13!
Register online

Mark
Wiedenmayer

JULY 2018

bloomingtonboogies.com
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event h
M O N D AY, J U LY 1 6 T H

• The Grand Marquis Band w/
The Movin’ Hips; Player’s Pub;
7pm
• Vagabon; The Bishop; 8pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
•

T U E S D AY, J U LY 1 7 T H

• Pub Quiz; Player’s Pub;
6:30pm; $3
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Chess Club; 6pm; Bear ’s
Place; 6pm
• Songwriter’s Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back
Door; 6pm

145’s; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Freaky Fridays EDM Dance
Party; Player’s Pub; 11:30pm
• Nick Thune; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• Step Up Screening w/Dance
Lesson before movie; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm
• Sensual Dance Nights BK;
Serendipity; 8pm
• Walk the Talk Speaker Series:
Creating Happiness; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Mind Stuff: Trivia Night; The
Back Door; 7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, J U LY 2 1 S T

• Hey Hey; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Charlie’s Pocket; Player’s Pub; 8pm

• Pub Quiz; Player’s Pub;
6:30pm; $3
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Chess Club; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back
Door; 6pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, J U LY 2 5 T H
• Stardusters Big Band; Player’s
Pub; 6pm
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Bloomington Comedy Festival;
The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Science Café; Bear’s Place;
6:30pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm; free
•

T H U R S D AY, J U LY 2 6 T H

• Anna Wrasse; Player’s Pub; 6pm
• John Roy; The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Snail Mail w/Long Beard; The
Bishop; 9:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Brit Floyd; IU Auditorium; 8pm
•

F R I D AY, J U LY 2 7 T H

• The Singing Butcher w/The
Lean and the Plenty & Thomas;
Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Freaky Fridays EDM Dance
Party; Player’s Pub; 11:30pm
• John Roy; The Comedy Attic; 8
& 10:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, J U LY 2 8 T H

Chris Redd from SNL; The Comedy Attic; 7/16-7/18
•

W E D N E S D AY, J U LY 1 8 T H

• Cathy Gutjahr w/Dave Cocalis;
Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Bloomington Comedy Festival;
The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Arms. Hive Mind, OLAM; The
Bishop; 9pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; 11pm; free
•

T H U R S D AY, J U LY 1 9 T H

• Margaret Steiner & Andy;
Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Nick Thune; The Comedy Attic;
8pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• World Music Open Mic;
Serendipity; 9pm
•

F R I D AY, J U LY 2 0 T H

• The Jack Whittle Band w/The
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• Papa Copia; Player’s Pub;
11:59pm
• Nick Thune; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm
• The Lacs; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Spectacular Shimmies; BuskirkChumley Theater; 8:30pm
• Noche Bohemia Latina;
Serendipity; 9pm
• American Graﬃti Screening;
Brown County Playhouse; 7pm
• The Queer Cabaret; The Back
Door; 11pm
•

S U N D AY, J U LY 2 2 N D

• Karaoke w/KJ Coley D; The
Back Door; 10pm
•

M O N D AY, J U LY 2 3 R D

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
•

T U E S D AY, J U LY 2 4 T H

• Reece Phillips; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Sandy & Ilze; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Midway Music Fest; Player’s
Pub; 8pm
• John Roy; The Comedy Attic; 8
& 10:30pm
• Lights, Camera, Dancing;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm
• 7th Annual Indiana State
Fingerstyle Guitar Festival
Daytime Competition; Brown
County Playhouse; 11am
• 7th Annual Indiana State
Fingerstyle Guitar Festival
Evening Concert; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Singe’s Summer Sh*t Show: A
Night of Burlesque, Drag, and
Puppets; The Back Door; 9pm
•

S U N D AY, J U LY 2 9 T H

• The Bloomington Chefs’
Challenge; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7pm
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
•

M O N D AY, J U LY 3 0 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
•

T U E S D AY, J U LY 3 1 S T

• Pub Quiz; Player’s Pub;
6:30pm; $3
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• High Fiber w/Bike Wreck and

King Dingus; The Bishop; 9pm
• Chess Club; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door;
6pm
•

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1ST
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Bloomington Comedy Festival;
The Comedy Attic; 8pm
•

T H U R S D AY, A U G U S T 2 N D

• Melissa Villaseñor From SNL!;
The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Salaam; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• TurnUp Nation; Player’s Pub; 10pm
• Bonny Doon w/Spissy; The
Bishop; 9:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Chris Knight; The Bluebird; 8pm
• World Music Open Mic;
Serendipity; 9pm
• Free HIV, Gonorrhea, Chlamydia
Testing; The Back Door; 7-10pm
•

F R I D AY, A U G U S T 3 R D

• Melissa Villaseñor From SNL!;
The Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Bob Palindrome; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Sunburnt Catfish w/DnR Band;
Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Freaky Fridays EDM Dance
Party; Player’s Pub; 11:30pm
• Drake White and the Big Fire;
The Bluebird; 8pm
• Top Hat Screening w/Dance
lesson before movie; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7pm
• I’ve Got the Music In Me;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

S AT U R D AY, A U G U S T 4 T H

• Melissa Villaseñor From SNL!;
The Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Honky Tonk w/The Blue Diesel
Ramblers; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• The Fannatics; Player’s Pub;
8pm
• The NY Dog Film Festival;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
Starts at 2pm—see website for
more information
• I’ve Got the Music In Me;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, A U G U S T 5 T H

• Sarah Donner and Flashback to
Never; Player’s Pub; 7:30pm
• I’ve Got the Music In Me;
Brown County Playhouse; 2pm
•

M O N D AY, A U G U S T 6 T H
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
•

T U E S D AY, A U G U S T 7 T H

• Pub Quiz; Player’s Pub;
6:30pm; $3
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Chess Club; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• Songwriter Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
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horizon
•

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8TH

• Tom Roznowski; Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Bloomington Comedy Festival;
The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Caroline Says w/Jessica Risker;
The Bishop; 9:30pm
• Being Bloomington: Being
Peace; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 12pm
•

T H U R S D AY, A U G U S T 9 T H
• Spoken Word Series
Sponsored by Writers Guild at
Bloomington; Player’s Pub; 6pm
• The Magic of Justin Willman;
The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
•

F R I D AY, A U G U S T 1 0 T H

• Mercury Johnson & The
Evinrudes; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Freaky Fridays EDM Dance
Party; Player’s Pub; 11:30pm
• The Magic of Justin Willman;
The Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• I’ve Got the Music In Me;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

SATURDAY, AUGUST 11TH

• The UkeTones; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• The Magic of Justin Willman;

The Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Sammy Brue + Pearl Charles;
The Bishop; 9pm
• I’ve Got the Music In Me;
Brown County Playhouse;
7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, A U G U S T 1 2 T H
•
M O N D AY, A U G U S T 1 3 T H
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
•

T U E S D AY, A U G U S T 1 4 T H

• Pub Quiz; Player’s Pub;
6:30pm; $3
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Chess Club; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• Songwriter Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
•
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15TH
• Tim Carroll; Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Bloomington Comedy Festival;
The Comedy Attic; 8pm
•

THURSDAY, AUGUST 16TH
• Chris Redd from SNL!; The
Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Amy O., Free Cake for Every
Creature, Nice Try; The Bishop;
9:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• If You Don’t Outdie MeMusical Reading; Brown

Reece Phillips; The Bluebird; 7/28; 9pm
•

County Playhouse; 5:30pm

F R I D AY, A U G U S T 1 7 T H

• Ya Never Know; Player’s Pub;
5pm
• Freaky Fridays EDM Dance
Party; Player’s Pub; 11:30pm
• Chris Redd from SNL!; The
Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Hoosier Harmony; Celebration
of Hoosier Composers; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18TH

• Kade Puckett; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• TurnUp Nation; Player’s Pub;
11:30pm
• Chris Redd from SNL!; The
Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Va Va Va Vaudeville; BuskirkChumley Theater; 2 & 8pm
• Hoosier Harmony; Celebration
of Hoosier Composers; Brown
County Playhouse; 2 & 7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, A U G U S T 1 9 T H
•
M O N D AY, A U G U S T 2 0 T H
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
•

T U E S D AY, A U G U S T 2 1 S T

• Pub Quiz; Player’s Pub;
6:30pm; $3
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Chess Club; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• Songwriter Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22ND
Melissa Villaseñor from SNL; The Comedy Attic; 7/2-7/4
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• Stardusters Big Band; Player’s
Pub; 6pm
• Bloomington Comedy Festival;

•

The Comedy Attic; 8pm

THURSDAY, AUGUST 23RD
• Ron Funches; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Casey Donahew; The Bluebird;
7pm
•

F R I D AY, A U G U S T 24 T H

• Drive 45; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Freaky Fridays EDM Dance
Party; Player’s Pub; 11:30pm
• Ron Funches; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Rod Tuffcurls & the
Benchpress; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Hoosier Harmony; Celebration
of Hoosier Composers; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

SATURDAY, AUGUST 25TH
• Davis Raines w/Mark
Robinson; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Ron Funches; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Hoosier Harmony; Celebration
of Hoosier Composers; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, A U G U S T 2 6 T H

• Fast Heart Mart; Player’s Pub;
5pm
• The Encounter Premiere;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 7pm
• Hoosier Harmony; Celebration
of Hoosier Composers; Brown
County Playhouse; 2pm
•

M O N D AY, A U G U S T 2 7 T H
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
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Cindy
Cindy Beaulé’s
60th Birthday Party
Benefit Concert
for WFHB’s 25th
Anniversary takes
place on August 30th
at Player’s Pub
BY BRUNO MODERNO
Count your age by friends, not years.
― “Count Your Garden” by Dixie Willson
A Harvard University study that spans 80 years, using
data from multiple research projects begun as early as 1938,
found that good relationships are key to happiness and health.
The study revealed that close relationships—more than money
or fame—are what keep people happy throughout their lives.
Those ties protect people from life’s disappointments, and help
to delay mental and physical decline.
That would explain, at least in part, why Cindy Beaulé is
one of the happiest people I know. In our convivial B-town,
brimming with joyful souls young & old who often seem to
know and relate to each other like a bucolic network of inbred
kin, Cindy is among the most connected and better known.
Her numerous relationships have been cultivated by a life of
vibrant employment and robust volunteerism.
Across the arc of her six decades, Cindy has worked for
WFIU, WFHB, WJFF (in Jeffersonville, NY), Bloomingfoods,
Bloom Magazine, Cardinal Theater productions, and as a pollworker during elections. She’s held god-knows-how-many
temp and part-time jobs for innumerable local employers. She’s
volunteered for WFHB, the Lotus Festival, and the Unitarian
Universalist church of Bloomington. She traveled to Cuba
with the sister-city group Cubamistad during the Obama/
Castro normalization talks in late 2014. She’s been a DJ for
WQAX and WFHB. She’s participated in the Bloomington Old
Time Music and Dance Group, started an ongoing ladies-only
clothing swap, been
the regular tickettaker at weekly Jazz
Fables concerts at
Bear’s Place, hosted
seasonal caroling
parties, and much
more. The list is
actually endless, as
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she continues to pop up all around town, offering to help someone or
something in one way or another.
Have you seen the sublime “Bloomington Nelken Line” video
in honor of Pina Bausch? As the attractive dancers stroll across
the screen, there’s Cindy…15th in line…joining her fellow postmodern terpsichoreans in a delightful rendition of Pina’s symbolic
movements.
Cindy is working with local music titan, Lee Williams, to digitize
his collection of live concert cassette bootleg recordings of Richard
Thompson, Gabriel Yacoub and others. And years ago she took over
the reins of producing and hosting “The Old Changing Way,” Lee’s
weekly radio program on WFHB (a role she shares with Steve Pollitt).
In fact, high on the list of Cindy’s favorite things are radio and
music, forming twin recurring themes in her career pursuits and
leisure pastimes. In that spirit, she is pulling together a fun night
of great live music in support of WFHB: “Cindy Beaulé’s 60th
Birthday Party Benefit Concert for WFHB’s 25th Anniversary” will
be Thursday, August 30, from 6pm-11pm at The Players Pub (424 S.
Walnut Street). The artist roster is amazing, including the UkeTones,
Bloomington folk music legend Bob Lucas, Opal Fly & Kapow!, and
Mercury Johnson & the Evinrudes.
That’s a ton of local talent coming together in celebration of
WFHB and Ms. Cindy. But who is Cindy Beaulé? I first met her in the
1970s while she was at WFIU working as the early-morning sign-on
engineer supporting the inimitable George Walker, who shared some
memories:
“Cindy and I were the only phone answerers for the first WFIU
fund drive in 1977. It was the cheapest fund drive that WFIU ever
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did, and successful in that enough was raised
to allow us to begin broadcasting in stereo.
I’ve had many surprising experiences with
colleagues at WFIU, but I have to say that
Cindy appearing in a full bunny costume…I
mean with the ears, the paws, and the fluffy
tail…is one that really stands out in my mind.
Another insight I got which I still occasionally
ponder was a movie tip. I mentioned the film
The Man from Snowy River. Cindy’s comment
was ‘anything with horses in it is OK by me.’
I’ve never pursued her equestrian experiences,
but the memory sticks. The most recent time
I saw her was when she took my money for a
jazz concert at Bears. The lady gets around.”
She does indeed, careening through town
as Bloomington’s energizer bunny for the
arts. But Cindy also excels at getting things
done. Brian Kearney, saxophonist for avantjazz ensemble, Üt Haus, praised Cindy as “a
highly, highly competent person coupled with
an ultra-low-maintenance persona. What a
rarified and invaluable combination!”
Emily Jackson, well-known local
drummer and WFHB board president, noted
that “there are a handful of people who
have been involved with WFHB from the
beginning, and Cindy is one of them. Her
passion for the station is inspiring, and she is
brilliant in the role of Volunteer Coordinator.
Volunteers are the heart and soul of the
station, the foundation of the whole thing
working, and we’re lucky to have her! Cindy
plays a vital role in keeping people connected
to WFHB.”
For many of us, Cindy is the keeper of
connectedness…our traffic coordinator of
community details…our record librarian
of local content. So I found it natural,
almost reassuring, that she knew 2018 is
the convergence of her 60th birthday with
WFHB’s 25th anniversary…and further that
this convergence is the only point at which
the station’s major anniversary years intersect
with her own decadal birth years.
We may lose and we may win, though we
will never be here again.
― “Take It Easy” by Jackson Browne
& Glenn Frey
It’s important to make time for the rare
moments in life…when a comet cruises
nearby, a full moon is at perigee, Venus is
conjunct your Ascendant, or the Philadelphia
Phillies fall into a winning streak… I too often
forget to appreciate life’s infrequent treats,
and Cindy’s ebullience has persuaded me
that her birthday baile for WFHB promises to
be such a pleasure. Or maybe I’m convinced
of its merits because Cindy and I share the
simplest of similarities: a love of music and a
love of good radio.
Research at the University of Warwick
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Cindy Beaulé, celebrate her birthday
milestone as a fundraiser for our favorite
community radio station, WFHB!”
Major life milestones, great radio, and
truckloads of community. That’s what it’s
all about. In these dark days of alternateuniverse values, a resource like WFHB can be
our life-saving beacon in the murk.
Radio Radio | Who needs radio?
Radio Radio | Who needs radio?
You do you little weenies.
You do you big garage.
― “Radio Song” by Paul Sturm

on incidental similarity has shown that people are more easily
persuaded by someone with whom they share even trivial
characteristics. An increase in personal similarities leads to
higher feelings of social connectedness and greater inclination
to persuasion.
So perhaps my enthusiasm for the upcoming “Cindy
Beaulé’s 60th Birthday Party Benefit Concert for WFHB’s 25th
Anniversary” is merely a byproduct of my being an emotional
pawn of my own fundamental—even trivial—similarities with
Cindy. I’ll have a clearer answer to that question on Thursday
night, August 30, at The Players Pub.
In the meantime, I sought perspective and a bit of
reassurance from Bloomington City Councilwoman Susan
Sandberg, a stalwart champion of local arts who moonlights
as a member of the UkeTones, affectionately known among
Players Pub regulars as “those women of a certain age who all
wear glasses”…and who know how to rock out on ukuleles.
Ukuleles are not, as some believe, mini-guitars meant to be
played by circus animals balancing on large rolling balls. The
ukulele is actually a member of the lute family of instruments,
and generally employs four nylon strings. It originated in the
1880s as a Hawaiian adaptation of the Portuguese machete,
a small guitar-like instrument that was
introduced to Hawaii by Portuguese
immigrants from Madeira and the Azores.
The UkeTones are an energetic local
trio featuring Susan Sandberg, Kathy Romy,
and Ellen Campbell on vocals & ukuleles,
with Mark Weidenmayer on bass; and
they will be among the artists included
in the Cindy/WFHB celebratory bash. I
asked Susan why the UkeTones agreed
to align themselves with this propitious
convergence of music, mirth, and
philanthropic cause:
“We are a fearless ukulele band playing
music across many genres. And we have
not forgotten how to rock and roll! When
Cindy asked if we’d be available for her
60th birthday bash at the Pub, I figured…
hell, I’m 66 and I’m still kickin’ it… So why
not? We are happy to help this youngster,
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WFHB went on the air in 1993, but the
idea for WFHB began in the summer of
1975, after a local posse of radio enthusiasts
attended the National Alternative Radio
Conference in Madison, WI – a seminal
gathering that also spawned the National
Federation of Community Broadcasters. Now
in its 25th year of broadcasting, WFHB is a hallmark of Bloomington
localism.
Community radio is different from its nonprofit cousin, public
radio, in that most community radio stations are predominantly
staffed and managed by volunteers. Community stations allow
and encourage local residents of all ages to produce shows,
experience being announcers/broadcasters, tell their own stories,
share their experiences and concerns, and become direct creators
and contributors of local-specific content. In our media-saturated
world, community radio is like the idiosyncratic local diner. WFHB
is cut from this collective, participatory media cloth; our slice of this
nationwide local-focused communal tradition.
I chatted with Brian Kearney, who from 1993-1997 was WFHB’s
inaugural General Manager, about why we need WFHB:
“As the world keeps changing with more and more technology
for remote interconnectedness, I think it’s a good thing that we’ve
got this local, stand-alone media outlet broadcasting for several miles
(plus a world-wide web stream for B-town expatriates). Someone
once pointed out that new technology doesn’t always supplant and
make older technology obsolete; it just adds a layer. For example,
we have e-books and people getting their news from Facebook,
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Visit us for fun summer fitness!

Bollywood Dance Fitness w/ Darrelyn Valdez
Mondays 5:45pm-6:45pm

willPower® cardio and ﬂexible strength

Fridays 10:00am-11:00am
SUP(stand up paddle board)Yoga, SUP ﬁtness
Private SUP experiences, personal training
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The Tribe of Nephilim
By Noah Sandweiss

The factory chimneys stood dormant in the summer night, thick with bug calls and life. Henry stuck his
tongue up into his flask, probing for the last drop of whiskey. I make a penny, the boss makes a dime, that’s
why I drink on company time. Some nights he’d sit at the train depot and listen for radio from Louisville. Other nights he’d pull out one of his wife’s misplaced pulp novellas. Most of the time though, Henry would just
walk the length of the freight yard and imagine he was the last person on Earth.
30
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For Christ’s sake Henry, your kid’s growing up without a father.
You’re asleep when he leaves for school and gone right after he
gets back!
Each day at noon, he’d hear his wife shuﬄing around and force
himself out from under the sheets. On Saturdays Henry could
wake up to an empty house. He liked those days the most and
would set an early alarm, so he could appreciate the luxury of
sleeping through it. His wife had been pretty once, not beautiful,
back when they were kids and their world stretched from the railroad track down to the creek. This was before he was a renter, and
a borrower, and a drinker, and before the birth of their son.
Henry here is our garbage man. He watches the freight yard and
throws out the trash.
On a quiet night he felt like a ghost floating around the yard,
pacing with his lantern swinging low until daybreak. He surveyed the length of the sleeping train. Slabs of white limestone
disinterred from under the town waited to be shipped off somewhere with name recognition. On some he saw bits of antediluvian sea creatures frozen like the bodies at Pompei.
Making his way back to his chair and pulp romance, Henry
heard a cough from inside one of the boxcars. Goddamnit. He
lifted his lantern to the open boxcar and banged on the wall.
“Get out, I can hear you in there.”
No reply. Some folks just don’t know when they’re beat. Henry
sighed and dragged himself up into the car. Casting his lantern
around the space, he found a body hunched over in the corner.
A scruffy bearded man sat curled up against the wall, gazing out
over the limestone slabs.
Henry gestured with his left hand, “No free rides in life buddy. I
can see that you don’t walk.”
“Huh?” The man straightened his back, blinking into the light.
“Money, dinero, you got it?”
The Vagrant stood up, “Oh, I don’t invest in money.”
“Christ almighty,” Henry sighed, “You’re on of those Wall Street
types. Why don’t I show you the window?”
“No one has to know I’m here,” the Vagrant whispered, “I’m just
passing through till I make it to the coast. Once I get to the sea I’m
done riding rails.”
“You gotta have something. You got a watch? A drink?”
“Nothing like that,” the Vagrant sniﬄed, “I got some advice for
you though. You’d better get out of here and head for the coast.”
Nothing new, Henry had thought of leaving his whole life, but
he’d never gone further than Kentucky, and didn’t have enough
to last his family through the month. He made a move to grab the
joker, who deftly clambered away over the limestone, positioning
himself like a boxer.
“I ain’t getting off this train till I reach New York. Now you can
come with me, or we can throw down right here, but there’s no
way I’m getting off this train.”
The man wasn’t bigger than Henry but looked wiry and fast.
And besides, no one hopped trains without some sort of protection. The vagrant’s right hand trembled like a loaded spring over
his right pocket.
“Come one week’s time, maybe less, this whole town—the whole
country’s gonna be gone. All this here is gonna be ocean.”
Only the droning of crickets, now thundering, broke the silence
between them. Henry let down his lantern and the victorious
stranger assumed his seat against the wall.
“You must feel it coming, you might not know it, but even a dog
or a bug can feel it coming. ‘Wisdom found no place where she
might dwell; then a dwelling-place was assigned her in the heavens. Wisdom went forth to make her dwelling among the children
of men and found no dwelling-place. Wisdom returned to her
place and took her seat among the angels. And unrighteousness
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went forth from her chambers. Whom she sought not she found,
and dwelt with them, as rain in a desert.’”
Henry forced a laugh, “An unemployed Sunday school teacher,
I’m sure you’re just a devil with the ladies.”
The Vagrant went on, “Never went to Sunday school. That there’s
the book of Enoch. The fallen angels of the Lord begat with mortal
women a race of giants, the Nephilim. Always hungry, they devour
the birds and beasts, and fish of the sea, and the yield of the earth,
and when they’ve eaten every living thing they turn on one another
eating the flesh and drinking the blood. Semyaza the watcher, Azazel
the black goat, Lucifer the star of morning, they taught the people
to make war and things of beauty, and to measure and cut, and to
build towers so that the angels might climb back into heaven. Seeing
that all the children of the earth would parish under this course the
Lord sent a flood so that those righteous enough to hear beyond the
noise of thunder could save what remained from the great hunger
of the Nephilim. And so that the lord may begin to heal the earth of
the plague and that his children may not parish through those things
learned from the watching angels.”

The fallen angels of the Lord begat
with mortal women a race of giants,
the Nephilim. Always hungry, they devour
the birds and beasts, and fish of the
sea, and the yield of the earth, and
when they’ve eaten every living thing
they turn on one another eating the
flesh and drinking the blood.
“Now here in America we’ve got land that won’t grow no more
crops, and we’ve got towers so tall that you can’t see the bottom
from the top or the top from the bottom. We had flocks of birds
more numerous than the whole of mankind put together and
buffalo that swarmed like schools of fish. Now everyone has a car,
but you’d be hard pressed to meet anyone who’s seen a buffalo.
There’s people in New York and Washington talking bold about
freedom and plenty, and families in California trading bags of
oranges for fried dough. And you know the surest sign that the
storm’s coming?”
The Vagrant stared down Henry, who shrugged and averted his
eyes.
“Its that we all want it to. The world keeps spinning faster and
faster, and we just want it to stop and throw us off. But no, we’re
just stuck here—each of us getting up in the morning checking to
see if time has finally stopped. Now what kind of a world is that?
Everyone hoping that their next sin will be the one that breaks the
Earth so it simply can’t spin on anymore.” The Vagrant hesitated,
“Well, I’m not having it no more.”
Henry turned his back to the Vagrant and took a seat in the boxcar’s doorway. The night buzzed with insects and frogs. Fireflies
hovered over the meadow by the freight yard, fumbling their way
through the dark. Gnats danced around his lantern, daring each
other to touch the light. His wife and son were asleep in the shotgun shack, and he had hours to go before sunrise. Henry opened
his flask and stuck in a finger. Sticky but mostly dry, he pocketed
it again. Lingering for a moment longer, Henry took his lantern
and jumped off the train. He shut the car door behind him and
headed back to his novella and chair.
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By Robert F. Arnove

My life is written in a bundle of forgotten letters reopened: picture postcards from not so long forgotten friends
in Istanbul, Madrid, Florence, Amiens. They were a generation boarding boards but somehow never getting
started, never reaching some mythical, long sought after Paris of the 1920s. My friends were all very young,
wandering. They were returning to Norway in the winter when they lived there but one summer; they were
renting studios for me, any friend, in Paris in the hope we would materialize, magically, but never would;
they were returning to boot camp in Oklahoma, to Allentown, Pennsylvania to teach second graders about
American Indians; and to Alberta, Canada to go grocery shopping – why not? They were returning to tell their
stories on typewriters, blackboards, and the blue books of Midwestern universities.
What happened to all my brothers and sisters riding all over this
country, the world by thumb and backpack? They were running
all the time, running away from themselves hoping to find some
deeper meaning to life.
Then, there is always Christmas time, and cards, and promises of
reunions in New York – perhaps in another life. Open a card and
tinsel falls on your sleeves, on your hair. Thanks for the stardust,
but especially for knowing you.
Sometimes I come to life in a New Year’s Eve party where
a lonely girl slumps against a corner indulging her memory while blue lights flash shadows of pounding bodies, and
shrill notes reverberate against a silver Christmas tree, and
sweat-laden crepe paper dangles in puddles of champagne. I
think of Dee’s card to me.
Memories are four walls emptied as snow drops melting off my
roof. Now it is March with rain and snow. Winter is still in the
ice on the muddy, bleeding earth, in the forgotten foot ruts of
the sloping sidewalks. It is wet and cold, not as wet and cold as
remembering last summer, or spring which might never come.
But, sometimes it is summer and colorful streamers thrown from
shipside to the dock, to the hands holding the threads of paper
life stretched as ships are tugged seaward, snapped and falling,
down, down to float away on the face of the sea, off the face of the
earth. White handkerchiefs s waving in the breeze in the distance.
Somewhere it is summer and perpetual longing for a pebbled,
sandy beach, and your feet dug into it. Red-tiled roofs baking, and
hours and hours of sun and quiet on the Mediterranean.
Somehow you are alone and so am I. I also have thought of that
ship that summer, the loves and life that I looked forward to and
lost in time. Lost when paths returned home and left me at a point
midway between then and now, between two continents – sinking, hung over the railing of a ship, looking down into the mist
and spray, and foamy moonlight.
You are left playing categorical number games and disciplining
yourself by reading European histories. You are sick, writing me,
urging me to write you. You feel small and insignificant tonight.
You are alone in a dark room rocked back and forth like that night
when the sea was turbulent. You promise God that if he should
come back in the night to wish you a tender farewell, you should
be, for that moment, happy, fulfilled – never in your fondest
dreams believing the wish to come true. So now your four-walled
chamber bulges with a memory, a brief sweet minor note. A star
you touched.
I have lost my unique rose and I wonder if friends, loves, are
really replaceable. But it is tonight and I am bitter and sad. I too
am staggering back in time to a pasture and that night before you
left. The two of us, the younger leading the older along a rough
path. The memory fades and returns stranger than a dream.
Not far from the university tennis courts, the path ends in a
barbed-wire fence. Beyond it there is wasteland into which no life
has been imposed. They step among and across the bars of black
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tree trunks gently thrown against the broken ground, rustling
black leaves carried along with flowing white moonlight. Wandering and stopping, he leans her against a tree. Hands pull him
in closer, struggling and pushing and kneeing harder, almost violently, whirling away into the night, into sublunary bodies, into
flesh – and, suddenly she whispers stop!

~II~
Eyes are watching us? Someone is there? They withdraw, and
turn to look. No one is there. Through the trees others can watch,
but no one is near. The students are back by the patio. The distant and low building of the rectory is dark. The pasture is empty.
It is empty and yet alive, burning with intensity. They begin again.
He struggles to postpone climaxing, his stomach tightens, hardens
. . . His pants are wet. Released and ashamed, he falls to Dee –
holds her. The thin child-like body tightens. Was this fulfillment of
a long held wish or much less?
She asks, “Did you every cry? Yesterday at dusk, when we saw
land for the first time in seven days, the rock coastline, the orange
sunset, the fishing, boats then the ship docked in Kristiansand, I
cried.”
“Please don’t.”
“When everyone went below to shower and dress for dinner,
along on deck, I . . . . Do you ever?”
“Stop!”
She couldn’t.
Dee was leaving, She cried often. She would cry again. Tomorrow she would go to the airport with her two very good friends.
Pg had met her on campus in Spokane. Ruth became her life-long
friend during the ten-day voyage. Tomorrow she would join the
student tour from which she was missing. Dee would join the
group and be pushed from country to country.
But, losing her airplane ticket to London, maybe she would stay,
rent an apartment, and have parties every night. How would her
father understand? What address could she give? It didn’t matter. She would move along. There was no choice. What remained
of her heart was torn apart every time she left, every time someone boarded a train, said good-bye. On the continent, moving in a
group, maybe she would stop, check her luggage before emptiness enveloped her. The dream was all over.
The Mediterranean faded into the past, although it was before her. Probably there were several nice people on the tour. It
wouldn’t be bad.
Dee half naked stood eyes upward, frowning. She was different. Yet, she would probably be like any other girl who came
to Europe and paid for drinks and slept with men. Dee would
be any woman who could be picked up by a seventeen or eigh-
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teen year old lover. Gigolos of all ages abounded. There were
plenty of them in Europe. Good-looking, good on the dance
floor and in bed.
In London, where Dee was headed, they visited coffee shops and
waited for secretaries. They wore very tight trousers and colorful,
carefully tailored jackets. They had long dark curly hair, and went
to dances.
All kinds of young women came, those upwardly mobile living
in modest flats as well as rich society girls from mansions with
gates running around them. Dee would be all right. She would fit
in. She was like any number of young women coming to Europe.

~III~
On the ship when they drank every night, Dee was near him. Often she paid for his drinks. He said that he would take care of her
the next night, but he never did. In the dining room there were
four at their table. She always watched him. At times he stopped
and looked at her, but only briefly.

Dee looked nice dressed up, older, particularly in black.
Although twenty-three she usually looked no more than
seventeen. Knowing this, she was nic- named Dee Dee, and
sometimes Dee Dee Doll. By request she would render her
baby-voiced version of “My Blue Room.” Her voice was weak
and she was small, but cute.
It is diﬃcult to remember her eyes. Perhaps they were green
or khaki brown to match her Bermuda shorts, and greenish blue
and black striped polo shirt. Her face was small and her hair was
clipped short in a thin bang running round her forehead. She
tugged her legs and moccasins under her. Because of this, and
because her neck stretched thin and high over the table in the
lounge, she looked like a newly hatched chicken. And she was
nice in silk pajamas under the heavy blankets in bed.
Anyway, Dee Dee was his friend from the very night when her
group accepted him, listened to what he said, thought him very
charming in a crowd. There was only the four of them, and then
many clustered around them. Dee Dee was really something. She
acted and she wrote. Dee was only his friend, and yet he slept
with her on that voyage.
It was this bond that made her tell him of the story of the Little
Prince and the fox – a story of friendships and loves established,

I can see her carrying packages of groceries and art supplies
in sneakers, without socks, and denim pants rolled up.
Somehow she no longer was with a partner or even a date,
going to an off-Broadway show, afterwards aimlessly
walking down Village streets in the night time alive with
denizens coming out of basements or sauntering down steps
of brownstones, wandering among winding streets with
international shops, art and antique shops, and day time
window displays packed up for the night.
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of separations and remembrances. The fox would always remember the Little Prince because of the color of the wheat fields
– golden – like his crown of hair.

~IV~
Dee lived in Greenwich Village one summer. She talked about a
kaleidoscope of parties, one after another in the nighttime, in the
daytime, until there was no difference between the two, hopes
and productivity, and promises that never materialized, vanished,
or simply dissolved in sodden forgetfulness.
I can see her carrying packages of groceries and art supplies in
sneakers, without socks, and denim pants rolled up. Somehow
she no longer was with a partner or even a date, going to an
off-Broadway show, afterwards aimlessly walking down Village streets in the night time alive with denizens coming out of
basements or sauntering down steps of brownstones, wandering
among winding streets with international shops, art and antique
shops, and day time window displays packed up for the night.
But, there were other shows, in which she was a player. Beat
Generation jazz cafes or dives where everyone knew each other,
or hung around on the steps outside, draped over the railing,
leading down to where the party buzzed.
People wore sandals, large earrings, lots of stripes, and long,
very long hair. For the gays who were beginning to come out with
growing confidence, outrageous colors and long scarfs made a
statement. Blacks and whites, gays and straights, international
exiles and displaced Appalachian youths all mixed consciously
and happily.
This is her story, her painting. Complete vegetation and good
friends, who you could find by pulling aside a beaded curtain
in your own hang out. Her friends acted, and wrote, and painted, and composed. They were very intelligent. One of her best
friends just had his poetry published in the Atlantic.

~V~

The Village is fading. It is a summer rainstorm. Everyone leaves
the playground, and those running for shelter kick up dust clouds
as newspapers scamper down empty streets.
Suddenly, everyone is gone, and soaking, and still wanting to do
something, but with nothing to do, you return to your room and
perhaps read, or write, or do what you are supposed to, but don’t
want to do.
Darkness comes very early on such a day, and then maybe you
won’t be able to get out into the street with friends, or find a party,
or find anyone. Maybe you will have to go to sleep alone, and
sober, and questioning, “What are you doing here alone in bed?”
It will soon be fall, and all over. It will be autumn and college.
There are many days like this when she returns home to Seattle.
Sometimes she wishes she were back on the campus. But Dee
has graduated. There is loneliness among many people, but not
loneliness with yourself, afraid of yourself. At the university, you
were in a dormitory, and could open your door to light in the hall.
People often walked in, and there was talking in hallway telephone booths. There were various kinds of faint noises, and the
few friends you knew, but no longer know.
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~VI~
Then there were the dreams, both good and bad. The promise of
success and fame, only if.
At times, the puzzle of different life pieces became frightening,
very much like the dreams about which she told her friends on
the deck of the Norway-bound ship. There were several nightmares; but vividly she remembered being chased and held in
darkness. One nightmare was of a room at the end of a long hall,
very much like in the fun house with slanted floors and trick
mirrors. A clown growing larger and larger coming upon her,
laughing with sweat streaming down his face. He is on stilts and
growing, she falls backwards, tumbling. The clown grabs her.
Then, Dee realizes she knows the distorted face, the grey-haired
man. He is the theater director who often peeped in the dressing
room. The image fades. He is gone. “Poor man, I really think he
was very strange.”
Yes, Dee acted: “In one play, I had only a bit part and yet the
review singled me out!” She talked of her character parts. As she
did, there were mirrors again, and a shadow-dark room with a
ballet rail, and many figures in unself-conscious poses. There was
great activity and preparation, an amateur acting group hoping to
come to floodlit life in an old barn or more conventional summer
stock theater. Dee could become famous, if she wanted to, but
even that wasn’t sure.

~VII~
As it turned out, there was no promised, breakthrough performance.
No immortality on the stage, but a memorable conventional
married life with a wonderful husband and a son successful in the
arts.
We corresponded at Christmas time over the years. As time
passed, the gaps in correspondence increased. There was an occasional telephone call, the last one eight years ago. Her husband
Mort answered, his speech hesitant, due to a stroke, but also to his
having to share news with me that Dee had passed the previous
year after heart surgery.
I was left with a bundle of our correspondence, and a wisp of her
golden hair. There will always be the color of the wheat fields.
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By Dennis Sipe

On Fridays after work us Chicken Catchers meet at Wiley’s for a few
beers —- except for Trisha who has to get home by seven because of
her little girl. Trisha drinks one ginger ale with lemon and tries to laugh
at my jokes. There are four of us right now. We had a new guy a few
weeks ago. He worked twenty minutes.
“Fuck this,” he screamed. “Jesus, help me out of here.”
We heard him run into the side of the metal catch building and knock himself out. We
didn’t know he was down then, or one of us would have tried to find him sooner. You
can’t see much when the storm is raging. That’s what we all call it, the storm.
You may not know what a chicken catcher does. I’ll tell you and maybe it will scare
you into making more of yourself than you’ve been on the road to lately. Everyone
starts off wearing gloves. But you can catch faster barehanded, so you take the cuts.
After a while they don’t hurt as bad. Sometimes I don’t know who’s more numb, me or
the chickens.
The one thing everyone does, is wear goggles. They steam up and sweat stings your
eyes, but it beats wearing an eye patch over a dead hole. You mostly catch by feel anyway. When the air is full of feathers and dust you can’t see much. It’s like chickens in a
tornado. They just open up around you from fear. You grab and grab. You feel a leg or a
wing. You take a neck if that’s what you get, and you snap it if the chicken it belongs to
gets its claws into your hand.
Thank god the de-beakers have melted the points off of their beaks. They will still work
those pathetic, dull clackers against whatever they can of you, if they get the chance.
You break out in hives for the first two or three weeks. You cough from breathing in
dust and feathers. Ammonia from their piss makes you want to puke until you get used
to it. What’s that say about someone who would get used to that? I keep a bottle of
mouthwash in my truck just so I can eat lunch.
An old chicken catcher has been at it six months. No one knows anyone who’s
done it for over a year. It is the last thing you would ever do. And you will do it to
keep your house or feed your kids. But you wouldn’t wish it on anyone you didn’t
hate. I’ve done it the longest of any of us here now, eleven months. Tommy and
Jack are high school buddies. They started together going on five months ago. Trish
just finished her tenth week.
The catch building is a football field long and sixty feet wide. You make eight bucks
for every thousand chickens. I can catch between twelve- and thirteen-hundred an hour.
What works best is to take two hits of good weed about ten minutes before you start
in the morning and then again after lunch. It focuses you and helps you get past the
stinging sweat. You won’t have too much if you wear a sweatband. I have a red, white
and blue one. You stand in the storm and grab. Trish doesn’t smoke. I’ve told her it will
help, but she loves her baby girl.
“I won’t take the chance,” she says. “They might take her away.”
Trish is pretty too, even with her blonde hair caught up in a hairnet. She could
get money another way. You know she knows it, but it’s the same as with weed.
They might take her little girl away. Alice is Trish’s daughter ’s name. She’s four
years old. I met her when the three of us went fishing in Rough River. Trish
made bologna sandwiches and I brought good chips and some sweet tea. I
helped Alice catch her first fish.
Alice has blonde hair, blue eyes, and high cheekbones. There is a faint line running
down from her nose to her upper lip. The surgeon that fixed her harelip did an amazing
job. I don’t think by the time she’s twenty you’ll ever know.
I wonder things that I shouldn’t. But I’m lonely. I wonder how Trish could have afforded such work. I wonder if Trish used her looks that one time or how ever many
times it took to settle her bill. I’m bad to think such thoughts.I tell myself, you don’t
know that it wasn’t a woman surgeon. Then I think about the other thing and how
she could still have worked it out that way too. That wouldn’t bother me so much.
But it hurts to think of Trish with another man. Even if I had anything to offer Trish,
I’m shy around women. Trish says she doesn’t date, which makes me feel bad about
the fishing trip. One night I gave her a ride home to her mother’s house and she told
me a few things.
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“Alice’s father -- I shouldn’t even call him that. He’s never been
around but once since Alice was born. An insurance salesman, a
regional troubleshooter really, he called himself. His card said it,
but you can put anything on a card. I knew better, that he had a
family. You could see the pale circle on his tanned finger. I wanted to get away from home. My dad drank and he was a mean
drunk.”
Trish stopped talking and looked down at her knees as she
worked them together and apart in front of the dash. Trish looks
good in jeans.
“Does your dad still drink,” I asked.
I wished I hadn’t.
“He died two years ago. Heart attack.”
“I’m sorry.”
“It’s okay. Mom is better off. Even she says it. She always went to
church without dad. A good man from church takes her out every
Friday night to eat fish. He’ll be here in a few minutes. That’s
why I have to get home by seven.”
I buy Trish her ginger ale every week at Wiley’s. She smiles
when I do that and a lot of times when I say things. I think
she likes me and yet there’s this line I can’t cross to tell her
how I feel. It’s just as well, I think sometimes. I don’t want
to be hurt. I know she should try to find someone with
money or figure out how to get back into college and slog
through it with her mom watching Trish while she goes to
class and works a little. Trish has a year in at the junior college over in Delano.
Last Friday night Jack pissed me off. He knows I like Trish and
he said something crude after she left the bar.
“You wouldn’t know how to eat something that fine, Jack,” I told
him. “That would be a man’s job.”
“Like you would know what a man was and you living in your
mom’s house at thirty-three.”
This is my Jesus year and I should be farther along in life, I
know. Still, that remark hurt me and I didn’t smile. I went for
my skinning knife, only remembered I don’t carry it anymore for
that reason. My temper. I tried to play it off, like I was reaching in
my front pocket for change for the jukebox. Jack knew better. He
hasn’t spoken to me since.
I could be a dad to Alice but I don’t know if I should be. I’m
good on my medicine, but why let Trish into my screwed up
world?
I asked Trish yesterday at lunch if she wanted to go fishing again
Sunday.
“You, me, and Alice,” I said. “Like last time.”
“I don’t know,” was what she said. Then at the end of the day,
I waited around outside the women’s shower room after I was
cleaned up.
“Oh, hi,” Trish said, when she came out.
It wasn’t a good surprised, “Oh, hi,” but a nervous dread type.
“Just wondered about this Sunday.”
“Sure,” Trish said. “Sure. I’ll fry chicken legs and make potato
salad.”
“I’ll bring the sweet tea and some cookies,” I said.
Trish had a cornered look in her eyes, like a young deer in the
road, trying to figure which way to jump to get out of the way of
a car.
“Pick you up at ten,” I said, then I turned and let her be.
The next day at lunch Trish put her hand up to stop me as I
walked back from my truck.
“Anything good for lunch today?”
“Peanut butter and jelly. It’s underrated as a sandwich,” I said.
“Yes, it is. You know, I’ve been thinking that maybe we shouldn’t
go fishing.”
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“It’s me, isn’t it? You don’t like me.” I didn’t think. I just said it
plain out.
“It’s Alice,” Trish said. “She gets scared around men.”
“She didn’t seem to mind it before.”
“Well, she is hard to read, unless you know her.”
“I’d like to know her.”
“I know you would and that’s sweet but it would mean something I’m not ready for.”
I said good night and went home and listened to Johnny Cash
records and felt sorry for myself. The next morning as we were
walking to the catch shed, Trish stepped around in front of me.
“Hey,” she said.
“Hey.”
“I made a mistake. I want to go fishing and bring Alice.”
“Okay.”
I felt pretty good by lunch. Still I didn’t talk to Trish. I went
out to my truck like usual and ate my sandwich and listened to
Johnny Cash. His voice calms me, always has. When he died, I
didn’t know it for almost twelve hours. I was mowing grass all
day. That was September twelfth two thousand three. I came
home and found out that he passed in the hospital. I was happy for John because I figured he’d been reunited with June and
they’d played for God all day while I was walking my ass off,
making two high class apartment complexes look good. I was
so happy for J.C. that it made me feel thankful for two good
legs to wear out. I just cried myself to sleep, not because I was
sad but because I was happy.
I took pride in cutting grass. I’d probably still be mowing if the
owner hadn’t caught me taking a hit off a joint one morning with
this blonde on her patio. He fired me on the spot. Anyway, what
I’m trying to say is, I appreciated Mr. Cash when he was alive.
Most people don’t appreciate what they have until they lose it. I
learned that from my dad dying when I was twelve and my momma going last year. I listen to Johnny Cash and I chew that voice
like a piece of leather and it gets me through.
I picked Trish and Alice up on Sunday. We found a good spot
on the river, down under the bridge in the shade. Usually the
old men are already under there, lined up and telling stories and
spitting tobacco juice onto the bank.
“Look what I brought you, Alice.”
“What,” Alice asked?
“You shouldn’t have,” Trish said.
I slipped a grocery sack off each end of Alice’s package and
handed it to her. She ripped open the flowered wrapping paper.
“A Snoopy rod. Look Momma, a Snoopy rod.”
“Alice, what do you say?””
“Thank you. Can you help me get it out?”
“I sure can,” I said.
I slit the plastic with my truck key and undid all those little ties
that hold everything made in China these days against its cardboard backing. I took a little plastic tackle box from my tackle box.
“This is your box, Alice. You keep your bobbers, your hooks and
your sinkers in it. Don’t put the sinkers in your mouth. The lead
is bad for you. When I was little I didn’t know that. We all used to
crimp sinkers down on the line and open them too, with our teeth.
There’s a pair of pliers in here for your mom to use ‘til you’re old
enough.
“The rod was enough, really,” Trish said.
“I know, but she needs the things that go with it.”
“Thank you,” Trish said.
I smiled and tied on the rubber casting weight. Alice caught on
to casting it pretty well. Then I rigged up her rod for bluegill with
a size 10 hook and clipped a bobber on two feet above it.
“Pick out your worm,” I said.
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Alice did. I could see out of the corner of my eye that Trish was
surprised.
“That is a good worm,” Alice said.
“It’s the best one in the can,” I told her.
I curled it onto the hook.
“This is better than that cane pole tip you used last time isn’t it,”
I asked.
“Yep, I like my Snoopy rod better.”
I found a forked stick and stuck it in the bank for Alice to prop
her rod in, but she wanted to hold it in her lap. I cut a couple forks
for Trish and me. Alice caught over a dozen little bluegills and one
six-inch bass. That little bass swallowed the hook pretty deep. I
cut the line and left the hook in it.
“The hook will rust,” I told Alice. “He’ll be okay.”
“It might be a girl.”
“Then she’ll be okay.”
“Good,” said Alice.
I lied. It hurts me to see a bass killed.
Trish and me didn’t catch anything. Fish stole our worms
while we talked. It was just stories about things we did when
we were kids. How close we came to dying different times and

“Tell me,” I said.
“I have to think of Alice -- if I didn’t have Alice. I have to find a
successful man or no man. I can’t have something in between. I
don’t need a man, really.”
“You need to be held, Trish. That’s all I’m asking is to hold you.
And I’d love Alice like she was mine.”
“I know you would. I can’t think about me. I did that and that’s
how I got Alice. Now, it’s all about Alice. That’s all. Can we just be
friends? If you could take us fishing now and then.”
“It’s just hard to be around you,” I said. Then I thought about it
and smiled.
“Yeah,” Trish said with her sweet grin, “I’ve noticed.”
I was still red-faced and smiling when she told me:
“Friday was my last day.”
“What?
Monday I’m going to work for Mr. Jenkins from mom’s church.
“He’s the one who’s been taking your mom out to eat,” I said.
“Yes. I’ll be answering the phone in his oﬃce. He has a gravel
and rock hauling business.
“I know what he has.”
“Eight dollars an hour.”

I took pride in cutting grass. I’d
probably still be mowing if the owner
hadn’t caught me taking a hit off
a joint one morning with this blonde on
her patio. He fired me on the spot.
things like that. At noon we moved out into the sun and laid
out the food. After we ate Alice was sleepy. She slept with her
head in Trish’s lap.
I felt good there in the sun with Trish and Alice. Trish rubbed sun
block on Alice in a way that made me tear up.
“I never was lucky at catching fish,” Trish said.
“I could always catch big crappie,” I told her. “I caught one once
when I was seventeen that couldn’t turn around in a five gallon
aquarium. It just hung in there. I let it loose the next day. I like
bluegills better. They fight harder.”
“Thank you for today.”
“You’re welcome,” I said.
“I don’t know what can come of this,” she said.
“Can’t it just be what it is?”
“What is it,” Trish asked?
She didn’t wait for an answer.
“If it’s just that we’re friends,” she said, “that would be okay
with me.”
“I’m not good enough for you, am I?”
“Don’t say that.”
“It’s true isn’t it?”
“Actually,” Trish said, “it’s probably the other way around. I’m
not good enough for you. But . . .”
“But what?”
“Let’s just fish.”
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“Sitting in a dress answering phones, I’ll bet.”
“There’s nothing wrong with looking professional.”
“No, there isn’t. There isn’t. But did you ever think Jenkins is just
using your momma to get to you? That you’re what he wants?”
I looked over at Trish. She didn’t answer. She didn’t have to. I
could see in her eyes what I didn’t see before. You could have
stuck a knife in me and it wouldn’t have hurt as bad.
“Good,” I said. “That’s good. You don’t deserve to be catching
chickens.”
“You don’t either. Maybe I can see if Mr. Jenkins needs a driver. You’d have to have the right license for it. I’ve been learning
about that.”
“How do you know I don’t already have the right license?” I
asked in a mean way.
“I guess I don’t,” Trish said.
We’ll see,” was all I said.
It gets so quiet those times when the world slaps you in the
face to remind you of your place in it. The slow, clear-green
river moved past. Alice made a little sound like the start of
a snore. Something crawled on my calf. It was a piss-ant.
And when I caught it and threw it in the water, it struggled
as it floated for about five feet. A bull bluegill with a golden
ring around its dark eye rose up beneath it at an angle. I just
watched it rise like an indifferent god.
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by Adam Huening

I.
Hannah thought the winds would
never change.
Standing at the window jealous of the high
clouds barreling across an indigo sky, Hannah turned away and held the simple sight
squarely in her eyes. That everyday spoon
askew on the wooden table. The mixing bowl
and spatula, the flour and sugar and cocoa;
everything all spread out across the surface,
her mother dangling in her periphery. She
discarded these common sights with a flicker
of her eyes as she turned back to the window,
away to the horizon and all the things she
could not see beyond.
She contemplated history projected on the
sky’s expanse. Her mother’s incessant necessity for the simple things; all the minor
movements made in the manner of importance.
Making her bed then washing her face, wiping
away all the stardust and dreams that accumulated there overnight. Mixing the butter
in the batter slowly so the pancakes fluffed
up perfectly like clouds skimming across the
skillet’s surface. The speechless solitude of
knitting by the fire – the crackle and the pop
and the clicking and the humming – these were
the little moments that made a tidy, satisfactory
life in her mother’s eyes.
Hannah was never allowed to run, to skip,
to stray, to wander. Her mother kept her close,
whether they were in the kitchen, or walking
the thin path through the tall saw grass to
the tiny town down the hill or sitting in the
morning sun as she bound Hannah’s hair in a
practical braid.
Even as a child, Hannah had no patience for
simple things.
Held fast and tight in her mother’s hand,
Hannah’s attention would turn upward, her
blue eyes falling into a defiant and envious
gaze fixed upon the clouds carelessly making their way to lands untold, pushed by the
whims of the wind across an ever-changing
sky. Sometimes she would wiggle and drift
away from her mother. Sometimes she would
make it so far across the meadow that when
her mother called her name, her voice was
nothing but a suggestion; an intonation lazily
lilting upon an indifferent breeze.
She stood in the kitchen staring out at
the horizon as a storm swelled somewhere
– the clouds creeping up the edges of the
evening sky – and ignored the common
room behind her. Her mother was close,
humming a hymn so near silence the song
was more like gentle breathing. She smiled
simply, mixing the batter of the cake that
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“WFHB exists to provide an open forum for the
exchange and discussion of ideas and issues, and to
celebrate and increase the local cultural diversity.”
—WFHB Mission Statement

Streaming online at
wfhb.org

Pizza | Pasta | Salads | Calzones | Sandwiches
Italian Chicken & Gluten-Free Dinners | Beer & Wine

Gluten-Free
Pizza & Pasta &
Appetizers & Salads
& Sandwiches!
Dine In | Carryout | Delivery | Catering
East 3rd & 45-46 Bypass by Starbucks 812-331-1234
West 3rd & Liberty in front of Kroger 812-323-0123
Columbus in the Commons 812-348-7600

Buccetos.com
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Hannah walked
up the hill
along the
path through
the tall saw
grass beneath
the cloudless
blue dome
of a perfect
summer sky.
She did not
know how long
it had been, but
each simple
step drew her
closer as a
familiar wind
swirled around
the little home
she had kept in
her heart.
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would hold all eighteen candles.
Hannah, however, had no desire for cake. She turned back to the
room and spoke simple words.
“I wish to see the world,” she said firmly.
Her mother did not answer. She picked up an egg from the
carton, and her humming ceased. She cracked it on the edge and
let the yolk slip into the bowl, and her heart broke with it, all her
hope and happiness folding into flour and sugar.
The cake baked in silence, the sweet fragrance lingering
in the thick air between them as the storm grew closer. The
sky grew dark, streaked in tumultuous blooms of ominous
grey thunderheads.
The candles quivered on the cake as clouds wrapped the little
house in darkness. Hannah sat at the table, embraced in the
common gloom, her face alight from the flicker of the somber
celebration. Her mother gently stroked her chin, turned her
face upward and offered a strained, simple smile.
“Go then, make your wish.”
As lightning cracked and thunder rolled, Hannah conjured
her wish, held it deep in her heart and allowed it to fill her
body. She drew a breath, but before she could blow out the
candles, the wind whipped through the window and snuffed
the light, laughing with a deep, boisterous guffaw that
echoed in the room.
A knock followed on the simple, wooden door. Hannah
stood transfixed as the knock came again, then she slowly
crossed the room. Though the storm rumbled around them
and shook their little house, her mother held her breath and
swallowed a word: “Don’t.” Hannah’s hand was already
reaching for the knob.
She turned it slow, expectant. The door burst open, and
the wind came howling in, whipping around the room disturbing everything, making the contents of the tiny house
rattle and shake, stumble and tumble, plummet and break.
Hannah’s mother pushed upward from the wooden
table she used to balance herself and saw Hannah sitting
in awe on the floor. Before them, in the open frame, a
large dark cloud hovered confidently, a knotted mass of
palpable vapor filling everything before them. A wisp
unfurled like a long muscular arm and beckoned to
Hannah. Then a deep voice boomed in a kindly, cordial
tone.
“I believe you made a serious wish, and the winds
seem to have changed, my dear. Come with me. Let me
show you all that you’ve been missing.”
The arm of fog and vapor beckoned once, twice for
Hannah to come forward.
And so she did.

II.
Hannah felt as if she were breathing for the first time.
It was as if her lungs had never felt air; her face
had never felt the breeze. That her heart had never
taken a beat.
As the storm rolled in, she was swept up into the
cloud. Embraced in vapor, she raced across the sky
and disappeared into the dark night. She awoke in
the gleaming sunrise; twirling, unfurling, churning as mist and fog. She was a cloud born on the
wind, and she smiled and laughed and gazed
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down at the grandeur of the world; a ghost filled with rain and
snow, ice and hail, puffy and soft on sunny days, dark and seething with electricity when the storms came.
Hannah held fast to her cloud, and he showed her the world
entire as they traversed the endless sky. They became one, and the
Earth was but a patchwork quilt of farms and towns and roads all
simply stitched together to make up something so much more.
Each time he passed over the ocean, he grew with the water that
evaporated into the air. He held the vapor within and grew and
grew until he was swollen and massive as the mountains and
plains, the deserts and cities that passed languidly beneath them.
She would run a loving hand through his knotted wisps and be
amazed by his prowess, the largest of all clouds, a Genghis Khan
among his kind, a sentiment whispered in his misty ear that unfurled as a smile across his foggy expanse.
And the cloud would eye the land and laugh. Everything
below was his to conquer, his invading shadow passing over
the earth. When so inclined, he conjured thunderheads and
lightning bolts, washing the ground in sheets of torrential rain.
His winds whipped tornadoes to the sodden earth hundreds
of miles away; they spiraled into hurricanes somewhere lost in
the grandeur of the ocean.
Sometimes he would lower her to the Earth. Barefoot and
beatific, she would walk slowly across the landscape wet from
the storm, the flowers growing in her wake. The leaves and grass
and plants deepened their green; the vines wound around and
the trees stretched taller. She would glance up. He would swoop
down and the garden would glisten beneath them as they moved
across the brilliant sky.
They went where they wished, and no one could stop them.
Years passed, and Hannah hovered above the earth, a cloud
within a cloud. Years passed, and Hannah never once thought the
winds would change, even when her mind drifted down to the
memory of the mother she left behind.
After a time, the current seemed to shift. She felt it in the way
vapor twirled in him, something amiss. It was one gilded, starry
evening hung high above the Himalayas when Hannah felt the
winds change. The Genghis Khan cloud had a sudden wish to be
something more. He did not speak, but she sensed it in the way he
held her. Uneasy, she tossed and turned and tumbled into sleep.
The next morning, he was idly drifting higher upon the sky than
he had ever been, Hannah slumbering within, when her wish
casually floated through his thoughts. He recalled that day long
ago, the strange unspoken words that came rushing through him,
that wind that brought him to her simple door.
He looked down at the Pacific Ocean rolling lazily beneath him.
The sun shimmered in shafts of diamonds, a brilliant display that
spread wider and farther than anything. In the middle of nothing,
he spied land.
He gently brought her to the top of a dormant volcano high
above a tropical paradise on a tiny island in the lost Pacific.
Placing her softly on the ground, he whipped the trees and stones
into a tiny house, sturdy and strong, which nestled on the verdant
green mountaintop looking out at the endless ocean. Grey and
swollen spreading across the entire sky, he smiled down at her
and spoke deep, simple words.
“I wish to be spread across the world entire, more than the sky
and great as the sea,” he said.
Her heart sank, though she said nothing. She understood his
desire. And she hated him for it.
Hannah’s eyes burned with a thunderous storm, but she would
not let it come. She would not give him the satisfaction. Instead,
she held her chin high and admired the simple house, stone and
palm leaves and pastoral. It was there, in the sunshine, where she
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closed her eyes and made a new wish. When she turned to him,
she had nothing left to say.
“I expect you’ve now shown me everything there is,” she spoke
to break the silence.
He embraced her one last time. Defiantly, she kissed him. Lightning flashed and the wind passionately ripped through them one
last time.
“I leave you now, but not alone. Every time you look down
from this volcano, you will stare across the sea, and I will be
there,” he said.
He coiled gently around her three times before shuﬄing swiftly
out to sea.
She watched as the rain fell, and her cloud grew smaller until he
had spent himself, transformed to waves to race across the wide,
wild sea.
She wiped one tear – the only tear she would ever shed for him
– and placed the hand on her stomach, already swollen and heavy
as a rain cloud.

III.
Daily was born at the edge of dawn just as the light cracked the
horizon and spilled in shimmering shafts through the window.
There wasn’t even a cloud in the sky.
Hannah drew one breath and pushed and a new life rushed into
the world. She lifted the baby girl to her chest and felt her heartbeat. She was light as a feather with blue eyes like the sky that
flashed with bolts of lightning when she cried.
As the morning sun trickled in shifting shafts through the room,
Hannah saw everything pass through her daughter’s tiny face
and felt a rush of memory convalesce in her chest.
She spoke a simple name to the infant. “Daily.”
Beyond the preferential considerations of a mother’s heart,
Hannah knew Daily was unique. Though she was but a baby, she
felt strangely weightless, like a wisp caught within the form of
a human. When Hannah held her to her breast, she had to do so
tightly for fear she would float away.
They passed the days together on the mountaintop. When she
could walk, Hannah fashioned heavy shoes to keep Daily on the
ground. The little girl, however, always found a way to gravitate
upward. Hannah tied a tether made of thick rope to Daily’s waist
and wrapped it around her wrist when they went out. Inevitably,
a wind would blow, or Daily would discard her shoes to feel the
grass beneath her toes, and she would float up into the sky, and
Hannah would hold on with all her strength and pull her back to
the earth.
Hannah’s wish for a simple life looking out at the sea with her
daughter by her side dissipated with a heavy realization. Hannah
knew in her heart Daily was not meant for the ground.
The child grew as children do, and Hannah made each second
something saved for later. They would pass evenings sitting
together on the cliff, staring across the vast expanse of ocean,
Daily’s head resting lightly on her shoulder, their bodies tethered
together with thick, wide rope. Hannah would tell the story of the
girl’s father, and Daily’s eyes grew wide and wistful, drawing in
every drop of the ocean along with it, and it kept her weighted,
for a time.
When she was nearing adulthood, Daily began to wonder of
certain things; of being somewhere else, of being someone else;
what it would be like without the weight of her heavy shoes; what
it would be like without the ropes and stones that kept her to the
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verdant green top of the dormant volcano.
Hannah knew the tethers could not hold her much longer.
They were picking fruit from the treetops the day the wind blew
through. Daily dangled like a balloon bobbing above the jungle
floor, pulling down mangoes when Hannah felt a strange breeze
– stiff and cunning, perfumed with the alluring scent of the wild
ocean, rippled with the mischievousness of somewhere far, far
away. She felt the rope go taught in her hands as the mangoes
rained down to the dirt.
“Do not speak to that wind, Daily,” she said firmly as she tugged
back.
“But mother, the wind is whispering of Madagascar. I don’t even
know what that is,” Daily replied, fingers fumbling absently with
the knot of the rope.
The wind whipped into a fury, tossing palm leaves and branches
through the air. Daily laughed and spun, the rope leaving burns
on Hannah’s tightly wrung hands. She pulled and pulled, but
Daily was caught in the wind, laughing and swirling around
everything.
Hannah did not remember if she called out her daughter’s
name as the rope left her and she watched the girl drift away.
She scaled the winding path to the top of the mountain as
her daughter continued her ascent, floating carelessly. Daily
danced in the air, spinning in pirouettes as strokes of white
clouds streaked across the canvas of the azure sky. Daily
laughed and drifted further and further away, onward and upward – the rope falling to the earth – and upward – her heavy
shoes crashing into the sea – and upward, rotating softly, her
chestnut tendrils outstretched and reaching – and the clouds
parted gently – and she opened her eyes wide to the sun – and
upward – her arms open and accepting – and upward – as she
sunk into the embrace of the untethered sky.
Hannah watched her daughter fade into oblivion, into everything. She held the discarded rope limply in her burned hands,
unmoving as she stood on top of the mountain, in front of the
little house her Genghis Khan cloud had built so he could be
everywhere all at once.
Hannah surveyed the sky until the sun sank into the sea, and
the black blanket of night covered the world. She watched until
the twinkling stars pin-pricked the quilted darkness, and all
was silent.
Finally, she dropped the rope and went inside, alone.

IV.
Hannah walked up the hill along the path through the tall saw
grass beneath the cloudless blue dome of a perfect summer sky.
She did not know how long it had been, but each simple step
drew her closer as a familiar wind swirled around the little home
she had kept in her heart.
Her mother was in the kitchen. Hannah could see her framed by
the plain, open window. Her hair had gone silver and her back
slightly curved, but she wore the same apron and leaned over a
mixing bowl, slowly stirring something. It was as if she had never
left, but as she stood staring at all those things that she thought
would only ever exist again in memory, she realized her eyes
could not adjust to the contrast of light in the same manner.
She walked to the simple, wooden door and knocked. It creaked
a quaint revelry, revealing the slightly shrunken frame of her
mother. They did not speak, their smiles the only words their
mouths needed. They reached out and fell into an embrace, as
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warm and assuring as a cozy fire on a windy wintry evening.
They fell back together easily, the tasks of the sheer necessities
for the simple things fully occupying their time. They made the
beds and swept the floors. They walked side by side down the
path. At night they sat humming hymns quietly as they knitted
and rocked to their own simple rhythms.
Hannah did not know how many years had passed when the
crisp, autumn wind blew a tornado of crackling orange leaves
past their window and stole her mother. It came with the golden
sunlight of evening, rapping on the window pane, and though
Hannah wanted to speak, she said nothing. Her mother looked
out the window – a simple stitch of a smile across her wrinkled
face – and crumpled to the floor, her silvery ghost escaping
through the pane of glass to join the dying leaves oscillating
toward the edges of oblivion.
Hannah spent the next few days taking care of earthly affairs,
simple tasks to pass the leaving. She tidied the world her mother
left, then embarked on her journey home.
On the verdant mountaintop, all alone, she settled into the tiny
house, speaking to her Genghis Khan all across the ocean and
searching the sky above for a wisp she hoped would settle back to
the ground someday.
As time passed, she could no longer wait and watch the sun
sneak slowly with the shadows across the wooden floor. Hannah
took to the horizon, staring into the thin line between here and
everywhere else, rocking slowly in her chair.
It was one morning with no clouds and no breeze that Hannah
rose and left her bed unmade. She passed by the basin and didn’t
make breakfast.
She dressed, packed her things and said goodbye to the little
house. She made sure the home was burning fiercely before making her way down the mountain path, across the verdant jungle
floor to the warm, pale sand.
Hannah put her things in the sand and paused. She sat in the
sun and studied the waves rolling in and out, blessing the shore
before rolling away. The wind rushed in from the opposite direction, pushing and prodding her back to the jungle, but she did not
listen. She had decided. She no longer cared to wait for the wind.
As the sun burned from overhead, Hannah stood and walked to
the shore. She closed her eyes and made a wish. She held it in her
heart and allowed it to fill her body.
When she opened her eyes, the horizon stared back, and she
smiled.
Hannah took a deep breath, deeper than she could hold, deeper
than the ancient caverns from whence it came. She exhaled fiercely, and the wind ripped across the sand and sliced through the
ocean. As she blew out again – twice, thrice – the waves parted
before her revealing the ocean floor leading all the way to the
horizon, thousands of fish dangling, half-suspended between the
open air and the glistening water.
Hannah stared down the horizon, then stepped into the open
sea, making her way forward, not caring if the winds changed,
only that her feet and breath would take her there.
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MOVIES IN THE PARK

presented by the City of Bloomington
and The Ryder Film Series

Friday, July 20th - Moana Bryan Park Pool, 9 pm
Thursday, Aug 2nd - Breaking Away Bryan Park 9:15
JULY Friday,
2018
August 17th - The Lorax Bryan Park 9pm 45
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A Film Festival on 4 Legs
The Ryder Film Series, BloomingPaws and the Monroe County Humane Association present the

NY DoG Film Festival
Celebrating the special relationship between wise dogs and
their human companions

Bring Your
Favorite
Furry Filmgoer!
Well-mannered pups
who appreciate
good films
are welcome
to attend.

Single Film: $10 in Adv
All Day Pass: $20 in Adv
Children 10 and under
and Dogs of all ages are Free!

Two Programs of
Short Films
and

Heart of a Dog
by Laurie Anderson
Dog Fest

Program I 4 pm
2pm: OUTDOOR
Program
II 5:30
ADVENTURES WITH DOGS
4pm: WHO RESCUED
WHOM?

6pm: HEART OF A DOG
8pm: THE NOTORIOUS RBG

SPELLBINDING.

Smart, Silly, Sad and Relentlessly Honest.
One of the most moving and
provoctive films you’ll see this year.
-- New York Magazine

Sat, August 4 Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Tickets on Sale at the BCT Box Office

Learn more at TheRyder.com • Coming Sept 23: NY Cat Film Festival

